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PREF.hCE 



/Law is an indispensable requirement for a well-ordered 

(existence and sanctions serve to uphold law. Underlined 
I 
:'by the idea of force, they are measur~ for securing 

obedience to law. They are applied with the purpose of 

making the recalcitrant state comply with the accepted 

norms of behaviour. Sanctions aim at rectifying situations 

.._threatening peac~ An ''organic" system of enforcement has· 
/ 

been set up under the Charter of the United Nations (UN) 

with the Security Council being vested with the entire 

responsibility of initiating enforcement measures. F)::onomic 

sanctions have been frequently discussed since the inception 

of the United Nations though the con sensus in the Security 

Ca.mcil necessary for their applications has not been 

positive. Sruth Africa has been a frequent target for 

resolutions recommending economic sanctions as a protest 

against the policy of apartheid. But these have lacked the 

strength and force of action initiated in the Security 

Council. 

In the present day context the use of sanctions 

can be best illustrated in the case of South Africa Which 

has lost almost all its legitimacy and the power of the 

state iS based increasingly on force. The Situation in 

South Africa presents a serious defiance to the principles 
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enshrined in the democratic fabric of the present day 

world as well as in the United Nations Charter. It is 

a system that has oppressed and disenfranchised the 

majority of its own people, systematically pleces adults 

as well as children in detention and seek to destabilize 

neighbouring govex:nments. Apartheid is now broadly 

recognized as a flagrant violation of international 

law1 consequently, ·the legal basis of sanctions has 

become well established in South Africa 'Vkl~ch not only 

practises apartheid but has even tried to internationalise 

it. The purpose of sanctions is to create economic 

problems within South Africa which would force the govem-

ment to abandon the policy of apartheid. 

e.The preSent study at tempts to identify the pros and 

cons of the use of sanctions by the United States in 

South Africa, gauge the extent of the success it has 

attained and evaluate the effectiveness of the sanctions 

weapon as a viable altex:native to the use of armed force 

against an erring territorial u~ The present diSsertation 

will analyse the quantum of effective use of sanctions 

by United States in south Africa and the compulsions of 

United States in not imposing full-hearted sanctions in 

South Africa. The United States has not gone back while 

imposing sanctions on other countries, whether it is a grain 

embargo against Soviet Union or an absolute sanction 

against CUba. But in the case of south Africa till 
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the height of tensjons, the United States believed 

in negotiating tactics and quiet persuasion in fhe 

quise of 'constructive engagement' rather than accepting 

sanctions as a means to relieve tension and chaos there. 

Sanctions were later used ·by United States as a diplomatic 

strategy to promote its O'Wl'l interest rather than a 

genuine desire to end apartheid in South Africa. 

Y'.Fhus there seems to be a contradiction between 

the real interest and the continuance of sanctions in 

United States foreign policy and diplomFcy in South 

Africa. Integral to this contradiction there is the 

basic problan and challenge before the United States to 

safeguard its economic interest in South Africa as well 

as to avoid international isolation by imposing sanctions 

against South Africa. In other words it has to use 

subtle diplomacy in order to balance its economic fortress 

in South Africa and its impoSition of sanctions on South 

Africa. The United States has also been soft towards 

south Africa becc>use of its overriding defence concern 

in the wider strategic confrontation with the Soviet 

Union. The United States sought to curb Soviet and 

CUban influence in the region. There was a lull in 

diplomatic activity on the part of United States with 

regard to a negotiated settlement of the problem. United 

States feared that escalation of the conflict would 
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have serious consequence for their huge economic interest 

in South Africa. Their brand of sanctions, they thought, 

would be retaliated by South Africa with its oW'l sanctions. 

Economic sancti :Jns against South Afr.ica Y.Duld tend to erode 

rather than strengthen future influence and flexibility 

and VDUld damage west ern economic interest in the country. 

The purpose of the present dissertation is to study and 

analyse this contradiction and the prob~ 

Chapter-I of the dissertation is a theoretical 

exposition dealing with the integral relationship between 

sanctions and diplomacy, use and threat of use of economic 

sanctions as an instrument of diplomacy and the necessity 

and constraints of sanctions as a viable weapon against 

an erring state. 

Chapter-II deals with the relationship of apartheid 

with sanctions in South Africa, the instrument of sanctions 

used at the UN and United States against South Africa to 

dismantle apartheid and the elusive attitude of United 

States in not imposing sanctions against South Africa 

inspite of its condannation of apartheid. 

Chapter-III deals with United States policy of 

'constructive engagement' during the Reagan administration, 

the stakes in SOuth Africa, the diplomatic strategy used 
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to stall sanctions, a focus on the evolution of United 

States diplomacy in South Africa before the so-called 

'constructive engagement• and the East-WeSt conflict 

perpetuating the life of 1 constructive engagement 1 even 

longer inspite of its failure. 

Chapter- IV deals with the diplomacy of U • .3. economic 

sanctions against South Afr:)..ca, the nece'ssity to go in for 

sanctions.against South Africa, the challenges before 

the United States, the success of US sanctions in South 

Africa and the potential loss to both United StateS and 

south Africa in the coercive interplay of sanctions. 

The conclusion looks into the effectiveness of 

economic sanctions as an instrument of U.s. diplomacy 

in South Africa and tries to weigh the preSent refonns 

in SOuth Africa with the economic sanctions impos·ed by 

United States. The conclusion emphasises the judicious 

mix of United States economic sanctions and friendly 
--

gestures to SOuth Africa Which has brought about the 

phenomenal.changes in South Africa leading to the lifting 

of economic sanctions by United States on SOuth Africa. 

The method used in this dissertation is descriptive, 

comparative and analytical. In writing this dissertation 
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I have mostly relied on secondary sources. However, 

primary sources have been used wherever necessary. 



OiAPTER -....! 

EOJNOMIC SANCI'IONS AS AN INsrRUMENT OF 
DIPLOMA C'f: A TH ED REI' ICAL FRAM E\«:lRK. 



Modern nations are politically and technologically 

interdependent and thus rely on eAch other for resources 

and commodities that enable them to develop and sustain 

viable economies. For almost any national endeavour, 

whether it is to establiSh or increase standards of 

living or to produce ·capabilities and resources that 

can be used for domestic or foreign policy purposes, 

reliance on others has become one of the paramount 

conditions of modern international relations. 

Since economic· resources are often scarce but 

necessary to fulfill national values and aspirations, 

needs in the modem world are frequently of an economic 

nature. Economic resources are among the major capa-

bili ties that can be mobilised for poll tical purposes. 

For example, when a· country relies on the export of a 

few conunodities to earn foreign exchange, any drop in 

the price of these exports can have disastrous effects 

on the economy. SUch dependence are not uncommon between 

developing and industrialised countries, and can be 

exploited for political purposes, provided that alternative 

markets are not available. 

AEconornic instruments of foreign policy are normally 

used for three purposes : i) to achieve any foreign 

·policy objective by exploiting need and dependence and 
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offering economic rewards, or thre~tening or imposing 

economic punishments:(2) to increase a state's 

capabilities or deprive a potential enemy of capabi

lities; and (3) to create economic satellites or help 

maintain political obedience in satellites or "spheres 

of influenceM by creating a relationship of economic 

dependence. 

Thus economic Mcoercion", or coercive diplomacy 

using the economic instrument of foreign policy implies 

the effort to project influence across frontiers by 

denying or conditioning access to a country's resources, 

raw materials, seni-or finished products, capital, 

technology, services or consumers1 The basic theory of 

economic sanctions postulates that economic deprivation 

will result in the desired political change in the 

2 
behavioural pattern of the target state. 

Sanctions can be defined in the words of A.L. Epstein 

as •a promise of rewards for fulfilment of the norms 

or behaviour that are socially recognised and accepted 

1 Tom J. Farer, MPolitical and Economic Coercion in 
Contemporary International Law", American Journal 
of International Law (Washington, D.c.), vol. 79, 
no. 2, April 1985, p. 408. 

2 Neera Chandhoke, The Politics of UN Sanctions 
(New Delhi: Gi tanjali Publishing House, 1986), 
P• 3. 
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or in the liability to suffer the consequences that 

3 attend their breach... Sanctions are ex post facto 

measures. In other words they are applied after the 

norm has been violated. At the level of international 

politics sanctions are measures of foreign and/or 

collective policy against an offender state. 4 

A publication from the United States Department 

of Defence defines economic warfare as the aggressive 

use of econOmic means to achieve national objectives. 5 

In this article the author makes a list of the principles 

6 of economic warfare : 

i) Diversity: There are varied instruments of 
economic warfare such as trade, finance, 
resource management and other unconventional 
instruments like industrial espionage, 
disinfo:rmation and the like. There is a 
diversity of approaches to bring economic 
forces to bear. The positive approach 
involves the awarding of, economic benefits 
and the negative approach uses the denial 
of economic .benefits. 

ii) Objectives A clearly defined objective iS a 
pre-requisite for coordinating economic 
initiatives. 

3 A.L. Epstein, "Sanctions" in International 
Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences (New York, 
19 6 8) , vo 1 • 1 4, p • 1 • 

4 Chandhoke, n.2, p.6. 

5 John C Scharfen, "The Principles of Economic War• 
United States Naval Institute Proceedings (Annapolis), 
vol.109, no.12, Dec. 1983, p. 61. 

6 ibid, PP• 61-63 (refer to it for a detailed analysis). 
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iii) Con cent ration: The application of economic force 
should be focused on a specific area or areas 
of an adversaries economic vulnerabilities. 

iv) Flexibility: Withholding the use of economic 
coercion iS one form of retaining flexibility. 

v) Magnitude of the Effort: The magnitude of the 
force employed must be sufficient to accompliSh 
the objective. 

vi) Timeliness: Time impacts on the application of 
economic force in several ways. Short-range 
tactical economic measures are less likely to 
be effective than long-term strategies. 

vii) Unitys If there is, to be a successful application 
of economic force, national resources must be 
effectively coordinated, controlled and 
concentrated upon the objective. World economies 
are so integrated that the exercise of economic 
force will usually impinge upon one's o'.lltl 
economy, the economy of one's allies, and 
the economy of nat ions other than the target 
natim. 

There are different modes of coercive diplomacy. 

But at the outset, it must be made ·clear that When rew~rds 

are offer;ed or economic punishments are threatened two 

conditions should be fulfilled- the target state must 

perceive the genuine need of reward or avoidance of 

punishrnEDt and secondly, no alteroative source of supply 

should be made easily available to the target. 

K.J. Holsti has listed a few modes of economic 

'coercion• -TariffS, Quotas, Boycott, Embargo and Loans, 

creditS and currency manipulations~ 

7 K.J. Holsti, International Politics : A Framework 
for Analysis (New Delhi: Prentice Hall of India 
Pvt. Ltd., 1978), PP• 245-6. 
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Economic Sanctions as an Instrument of 
Coercive DiplomacY: 

When rewards are given openly and on a major scale, 

it is referred to as "foreign aid", and when punishments 

are meted out in the same way, it is termed as 'economic 

sanctions•. But it is more appropriate to describe it 

8 as economic pressure. 

Sanctions are,i t can be said in the light of the 

dynamics of international politics, more acceptable in 

the community of nations than the use of force. It is 

usually more concrete than diplomatic protests or 

other such moves. Economic sanctions can be defined 

as coercive economic measures taken against one or 

more countries to force a change in policies, or at 

least to demonstrate a country's opinion about the 

other•s policies~ Economic sanctions occassionally 

involve "comprehensive" but more nonnally entail "selective" 

interruption of corranercial and financial relations 

between the sanctioner and his victim1° 

Economic sanctions .as an instrument of diplcrnacy 

are by no means a \J'lolly twentieth century phenomenon. 

8 G.R. Berridge, International Politics s Stctes Power 
and Conflict since 1945 (New York : St. Martins 
Press Inc, 1987), P• 94. 

9 Barry E. Carter, Internatio~al Economic Sanctions: 
Improving the Haphazard u.s. Legal Regime 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988) ,p.4. 

10 Berridge, n.8, p.95. 
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Since the First World War they hove been used in support 

of an increasingly broad range of foreign policy objectives. 

Probably the most important reason for the growing 

popularity of economic sanctions in the 20th century 

ironically enough, is the triumph of liberal political 

theory which occurred in the west during the course of 

the 19th century. 

Both the League of Nat ions as well as the United 

Nation held that war was irrational and that economic 

sanctions were the natural alternative because no 

state could long survive the loss of the benefits of 

free trade! 1 A belief in the utility of sanctions 

and of their potential efficacy as an alternative to 

force is thus an understandable outgroWth, if not a 

necessary entailment of liberal rationalism1 2 

In his book, David Baldwin has noted three common 

meanings of the term "economic sanctions": the first, 

a rather narrow concept, refers to the use of economic 

measures to enforce international law: the second 

11 David A. Bald'Wi.n, Economic Statecraft {New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1985), p.201. 

12 James MaYall, "The Sanctions Problem in International 
Economic Relations : Reflections in the Light 
of Recent ExperienceS", International Affairs 
(London), vol.60, no.4 (198~, p. 634. 
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refers to the types of values intendeG_to be reduced 

or augmented in the target state; the third corresponds 

to the concept of economic techniques of statecraft! 3 

The concept of "economic sanctions" has be~ used in 

varied manners. For some, sanctions are those legal 

policy instruments that are used to enforce international 

law1 4 For others, as mentioned in the previous pages, 

sanctions are the instruments of economic coercion. 

Further, still others use the term only in a socio-

logical sense: sanctions, whether positive or negative, 

are simply the means of exercising power1 5 But generally 

it is agreed that sanctions are the economic in~rUments 

used to achieve foreign policy goals and are effective 

instruments of diplomacy. 

There are basically two distinguishing characteristics 

of sanctions - first, international sanctions are imposed 
' 

for acts of wrong-doing; and second, they are punitive 

in intent. They are invariably imposed in response to 

some act. 16 When states use sanctions, they are seeking 

13 Baldwin, n.11, p. 201. 

14 Hans Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations(New Yorks 
Praeger Publishers, 1950), p. 760. 

15 For details, see Klau.':' Knorr, The Power of Nations 1 

The Political Economy of International Relations 
(New York: Basic Books, 1975) 

16 Kim Richard Nossal, "International Sanctions as 
International Punishment", International Organisation 
( N ew York) , vo 1 • 4 3, no • 2 ( 19 8 9 ) , p • 3 0 5 • 
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• 
to achieve one or more of five broad ends: compliance, 

subversion, deterrence, international symbolism or 

domestic symbolism17 

But one point may be noted at this juncture: 

no state can employ economic sanctions or any other 

kind of economic statecraft, for that matter, with 

any prospect cf. success unless it has a fair degree 

of economic power. This in turn depends on the 

four •bases" of economic power- economic strength, 

the will to use it, skill in its application artd a 

reputation for its suecess ful ernploymen t1 8 

'Economic strength' is, by far, the most important 

base of economic power. An interesting deduction may 

be noted here. Since most goods and services are in 

wide demand throughout the world economy, only very 

large states or .groups of states are l:l:-kely to have any 

real degree of monopoly. But at the same time instances 

can be cited of small states ~~ich possess monopoly of 

power if they happen to be well endo-wed with natural 

reSources which in turn happen to be high in denand. 

Countries like the United States, Whose exports are 

relatively insignificant to the economy as a Whole, 

which means, the states that have only a small ratio 

17 ibid, PP• 307-8. 

18· Berridge, n.a, p.98. 
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of their foreign economic transactions to gross national 

product, are very likely to be lass vulnerable to market 

power than the thoroughgoing 'trading states• like 

Great Britain and sooth Africa 19 But on the other 

hand, both k~nds of state may equally be vulnerable to 

monopoly of power exerted by a foreign enemy. 

The Effectiveness of Sanctions: 

The conditions for the successful employment of 

economic sanctions are exacting and it is thus not 

surprising that their record. has not been a good one, 

especially when employed in issues in which the stakes 

are high. 

~iberal theorists were of the view that sanctions 
·~ . 

'-, 
were an understandable outgrov-rth of liberal rationalism. 

The problem with this approach is tha: in practice 

'it tends to politicise trade, when in theory the 

liberal harmony of interests requires both national 

and international markets to be treated as autonomous. 

The imposition of sanctions immediately returns 

international relatirns to the mercantilist zero-sum 

world from which t~e liberal internaticmalists weite 
. '-,---.__) 2 0 

so an Xl.Ols to escape. 

19 ibid, P• 98. 

20 Mayall; n.12, p. 634. 
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As far as the other argument is concerned, 

sanctions are not an effective means by which foreign 

policy objectives can be <'lchieved. The futility of 

thiS argument arises from the ff.lct that usually the 

target state turns to alternative sources for the 

embargoed goods~ 1 No matter how dependent the target 

country is on its trade with the stote attempting an 

economic power-play, the government under pressure 

can usually turn to other partners.. For example, the 

United Nat.lons (UN) oil embargo on Rhodesia was 

undermined by the conduit provided by South Africa; the 

American boycott of CUba was vitiated by Castro's 

ability to find an alternative market for his country• s 

sugar in Russia; and President Carter• s attempt to 

punish the Soviet Union for its invasion of Afghanistan 

by the imposition of a grain enba rgo in 1980 was utterly 

defeated by the extent to which other producers -

notably Argentina and Australia - were prepared to 

replace American grain in Sqviet market~2 

Besides, another important point may be noted 

here 1 sancticn s increased the target• s political will 

to resist foreign pressure. Coercive trade sanctions 

2 1 Knorr, n • 15 , p • 1 52 • 

22 Berridge, n .8, p. 100. 
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tend to foster political integration rather than 

disintegration ~ 3 

~The denial of economic resources to the enemy 

by seige and blockade has an honoured place in the 

theory of war, but sanctions without military backup 

are undermined by economic interdependence, which at 

first sight makes than seem attractive as a form of 

non-violent coercion. Only in circumstances where the 

target state is virtually toally dependent on the 

market of the opposing state, which can itself easily 

survive any counter- sanctions, are they likely to be 

effective in persuading an adversary to modify its 

policies~~ 

Despite sanctions, if a state could sustain 
' 

relations with multinational finns, then the effective-

ness of sanctions is put to question. This is because, 

government> have difficulties in monitoring the activities 

of their multinational corporations and also because 

the UN lacks enforcanent capabilities~5 

23 Knorr, n.15, P• 154. 

24 Mayall, n.12, p. 638. 

25 Stefanie Ann Lenway, "Between war and Commerce: 
Economic Sanctions as a Tool of Statecraft", 
International Organization (New York), vol.42, 
no.2, Spring 1988, p. 398. 
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Baldwin, in his book "Economic State<;raft" 

has taken up the problem of the efficacy of sanctions. 

His argument stems from his belief that in a nuclear 

age it is especially import~nt to understand the capabi-

lities and limitations of alternatives to military 

26 
force. 

Another drawback of economic sanctions is that, 

unlike most kinds of conventional military force, they 

tend to be undiscriminating in the damage which they 

inflict : in the complex and intricately intermeshed 

world economy, and again beari.ng in mind that this is 

more true of trade than financial sanctions, economic 

missiles are almost by definition unguided. Not only 

do they have the tendency to explode in the faces of 

thcs e who launch them, but they are also likely to do 

as much harm to states adjacent to the target states 

27 as to the targets themselves. 

Finally, the continually evolving dei)endence 

on vast, sophisticated communications and information 

management systans makes it difficult to isolate economic 

rewards and punishment to a single nation~8 

26 Baldwin, n.11, p.69. 

27 Berridge, n .8, p. 101. 

28 Scharfen, n.S, p.6Q. 
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The UN and the Concept of Sanctions; 

The moral claims of competjng ideologies particul-::Jrly 

those reflected in the East-West r.iva1rj, have encouraged 

widespre,3d official use of the tenn sanctions to invest 

foreign policy actions with an aura of righteousness. 

Moreover, the trend to adopt corrective measures outSide 

the UN and other organizational frameworks, has 

inevitably extended the scope of sanction ir1g. 'Inter-

national sanctions are penal ties threatened or imposed 

as a declared consequence of the target's failure to 

observe international standards or international obli-

t
. 29 .., 

ga ~ons. 

International sanctions may be adopted i~side or 

outside institutional frameworks. If it iS adopted 

inside the framework of an institution then it may 

either be mandatory or voluntary and in the latter case, 

they can only be voluntary. Thus there are elaborate 

provisions in the Chapter-VII of the UN Charter regarding 

. 30 
sanct~ons. 

~9 

30 

It seems highly contradictory that given its role 

Margret, P. Doxey, Intemat:ig:>J) al Sanctions i~ 
Contemporary Perspective (London: Macmillan 
Press, 1987), P• 4. 

Chapter-VII,Articles 41 and 42, empowers the 
Security Council to call on all uN manbers to 
cease diplomatic and trade relations with any 
country which threatens international peace, and 
as per Article 43, in eXtreme cases can al~o 
call for the use of force. 
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as a body promoting peace, how could the UN possibly 

resort to the use of force 7 But then, without Security 

Council's authorization, force is only permitted to UN 

mE!'Tlbers for individual or collective self-defence against 

armed attack; and governments typic,"3lly justify militarj 

action in those terms~ 1 The veto protects permanent 

members of the Security Council and their friends and 

clients from any poSsibility of mandAtory UN sanctions. 

Apart from the collective concerpt of sanctions 

under the purview of the UN, the states can also impose 

unilateral sanctions. But the decision to impose sanctions 

on the part of the imposing state is inseparable from 

the diplomacy to persuade other states, particularly the 

allies, to follow suit~ 2 If this diplomacy fails, not 

only will sanctions fail, but, in addition, the imposing 

government's international prestige may be damaged~ 3 

One example can be cited in this case. The United 

States was determined to app.ly sanctims against 

Soviet Uniori over Afghanistan and Poland, despite 

the enormous di fficul ties it faced in persuading its 

European allies of the necessity of the embargo. As 

31 Doxey, n.29, p.21. 

32 Mayall, n.12, p. 639. 

33 ibid, P• 639. 
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a result, a great degree of damage· was inflicted on 

the Atlantic alliance~4 Thus the decision to impose 

sanctions unilaterally by a sovereign state has got 

its own difficulties. The generic problem of all 

sanctions diplomacy is how to reconcile the conflicts 

of interests. ~When there is a basic division of interests, . 
even amongst the allies, then the chief purpose of 

imposing sanctions (to bring to book a recalcitrant 

state) is not achieved. Thus, when in response to 

UN pressure the United States and Britain unilaterally 

imposed embargoes on arms sales to South Africa in 

· 1963 and 1964, this was to the advantage of France, 

which quickly established itself as South Africa's 

major alll\s supplier~5 ') 

Sanctions can be applied (a) by one state against 

another, (b) by a group of states against a state or 

a group of states and (c) by an international organization 

36 
against a norm-breaker. 

Sanctions appl.ie d by an international organisation 

against a state or a group of states by way of punishment 

34 Robert Paarlburg, "Lessons of the Grain Embargo", 
Foreign Affairs (New York), vol.59,no.1, 
Fall 1980, PP• 160-1. 

35 Mayall, n.12, P• 639. 

36 Peter Wallen steen, "Characteristics of Economic 
Sanctions", Journal of Peace Research (Oslo), 
vol.S ( 1968), p. 249. 



for the breaking of an internationally accepted nonn 

are qualitatively different from the sanctions employed 

as an instrument of diplomacy of a state. This is so 

as any posture adopted by the international organisation 

has the advantage of immediate legitimacy. 

R. St. Macdonald sayss 

Collective measureS are theoretically more 
desirable than individual sanctions, the 
reason bein,g that the coercion iS here being 
mobilized in support of and in no significant 
way in opposition to, the decisions of the 
organized community and this fact alone 
goes a long way towards providing legitimacy. ( 37) 

Y The first time that the UN used the econanic 

weapon was against Ian Smith's rebel regime in Rhodesia. 

The use of economic sanctions against an errant state 

by an international organisation for promotion of certain 

values was a significant event in the annals of the 

wo rld body. i 

The United States and Sanctions: 

Economic force may be the most effective 

inStJ:Ument of po\lll€r the United States has in the competition 

37 R. St. Macdonalp, "Economic Sanctions in the 
International Syst an", Canadian Yearbook of 
International Law (Vancouver), 1969, pp.70-71. 
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among nations. The enthusiasm for the use of economic 

sanctions which has characterized various United States 

administrations (especially those of President Carter 
. -

and of President Reagan) has repeatedly been anphasized 
--..:::_ 

in the United States. It has the capabi1ity to wield 

the global weapons of economic warfare effectively if it 

- . 38 
is properly prepared and organized .. 

The United States leads the world in its employment 

of economic sanctions as an instrument of diplomacy and 

has experienced a success rate of about.sixty seven 

per cent in sixty-two cases, as cited by Gary Hafbauer 

39 and Jefferey Schott. 

over the years the United States success rate, 

as regards the utili tyof sanctions, has varied according 

to the foreign policy objective being pursued. There 

were sanctions ,nose chief aim had been to bring about 

re·lati vely modest changes in the policies of the target 

state. ~Economic sanctions have occasionally succeeded 

in furthering non-proliferation policy. For example, 

in 1975-76, Canada and the United States threatened 

38 Scharfen, n.5, p. 60. 

39 For details, see Gary Clyde Hafbauer and Jeffrey 
Schott, Economic Sanctions Reconsidered: HiStory 
and Current Policy (Washington, D.C.: Institute 
for International EconomicS, 1985). 
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financial and export sanCtions to persuade South Korea 

not to buy from France a reprocessing plant that could 

have been used to make weapons - grade nuclear material~O 

Sirnila rl y, the United States delayed some shipments of 

nuclear power reactors and fuel to Taiwan in 1976-77 in 

a successful effort to stop the Taiwanese from reprocessing 

41 spent fuel. '? 

Combating international terrorism has been another 

of the modest, though increasingly important, goals of the 

United States in its use of economic sanctions. The 

United States government alsc employed economic sanctions 

again ~t countries that were designated as supporting 
b 

terrorism. A well-known example was President Reagan's 

tightening of sanctions on Libya, Which had apparently 

supported the terrorists Who fired on civilians at the 

Rome and Vienna airports in December, 1985. ~ 

Another policy goal of US econcrnic sanctions 

has been to resolve expropriC-:ltion claims. The United 

States is opposed to ali en countries expropriating the 

properties of US companies unless there is ''prompt, 

40 Carter, n • 9 , p • 1 5 • 

41 ibid, p. 15. 
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42 adequate and effective compensation". The us has been 

successful in an eight of its nine uses of sanctions 

against expropriation. "'.~he continuing effort against 

CUba is the only unsuccessful case.-' 

The United States has enjoyed frequent success 

in its use of sanctions to destabilize foreign governments. 

DJvalier' s doHnfall in Haiti in February 1986 may be 

attributed to the US suspension of 2.6 mill ion dollars 

in foreign assistance. 

Since 1945 US has resorted to imposing sanctions 

to disrupt mi li ta ry adventures. Examples of it are US 

opposition of Egypt's Nasser in Yemen and the Congo in 

1963-65 and also its opposition to British-French 

invasion of Egypt in 1956. u.s. has also impoSed sanctions 

to limit the long term military pote~tial of the 

target country. 

Economic sanctions are often used in times of war 

in the form of economic blockades and embargoes. Here, 

however, they are secondary to military measures. There 

is a fundamental difference between sanctions employed 

during war time with the aim of destroying the infra-

structure of the offending state, and sanctions employed 

42 Carter, n • 9 , p • 17. 
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as a method of "non-destructive coercion" with the 

objective of law enforcement~3 The difference is 

qualitative. Margaret Doxey comments: 

There are important differences in the 
status and purpose of economic measures 
used as techniques of ~arfare either in 
conjunction with military measures or 
independently and economic sanctions 
employed by an international organisation. 
as part of a con sti tutionall'y authorized 
enforcement process. ( 44) 

t. 
Economic sanctions alone are a blunt and ineffective 

instrument of peace enforcement. '!'hey can be effective 

if they are applied as an adjunct to police operations 

against the subject. The longer economic sanctions 

take to be effective the less they are likely to continue 

i i t . 1 . rt45 'I to rece ve n ernatl.ona suppo • ' 

<o 
Sanctions do not aim at the destructi9n of the 

target state. They are aimed to bring about certain 

changes in the target state. Moreover, sanctions create 

43 s.c. Lloyd Brown John, Multinational Sanctions 
in International Law : A Comparative Analysis 
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), p.1. 

44 Margaret Doxey, Economic Sanctions and Inter
national Enforcement (London: Macmillan, 1980), 
p.9. 

45 Leonard T Kapungu, The United Nations and Economic 
Sanctions against Rhodesia (Lexington: Lexington 
Books, 1973), pp. 39-40. 
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conditions in which negotiati·-~ns are possible. They 

impress upon the target state that its beh;=Jviour 

constitutes an "offence"~ but one which can be corrected. 

Hence not all avenues to negotiation are closed as in 

the case of outright warfare. Moreover, economic 

sanctions are less costly than shooting war. Robert 

Md~amara said 1 "one day'.s war is more expensive in tenns 

of financial' cost and human misery which can easily 

f . . h d . t . : "46 J.nance one mont e:xpen l u re on ecoro m1.c sanctJ.on s • 

In the nuclear age, in \rklich war can no longer be the 

pursuit of politicS by another means, the significance 

of sanctions as tool of international politics seems to 

be growing. Sanctions are regarded as the ultimate 

non-violent means of economic and political interventionJ 

46 New York Times, 14 December 1990. 
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South Africa has been defonned by apartheid -

its vitFtlity weakened and wasted. The white regime 

in South Africa in its struggle to survive has,over 

the last two decades and more, spre-1d de.Jth, econanic 

destruction, starvation and division over the southern 

hanisphere, brazenly piling horror and illegality 

so high upon each other that the res·t of the world has 

l0cked an adequate vocabulary of outrage. 

Before we go into the diplomatic nuances, it is 

necessary to understand apartheid and the various anti-

black rules impoSed by the white regime in South Africa. 

South Africa is an African nation with seventy three 

per cent of the population of African origin and twelve 

per cent coloured and ASian, dominated by a regime of 

a ,hi te minority of a mere fifteen per cent! The south 

African political system is characterized by cultural 

diversity, communal conflict, and the domination of a black 

majority by a white minority. This the white minority 
-. 

does through the policy of "apartheid" or "separate 

development" ,.,hich provides for a system of enforced 

sep0ration between three racially defined population 

c0tegories: "Whites", "Coloureds'', and "Blacks". It is 

1 J.N. Garba, •western Coun~ries Sustain Apartheid 
Systen in South Africa", New Perspectives(Helsinki), 
vol.15, no.2 .(1985), P• 27. 
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a deeply divided society with apartheid amounting to a 

crude system of "divide and rule'' and a sophisticated 

example of a "prugmatic racial oligarchy" 2 Apartheid is, 

in fact, a true and accurate reflection of the ethnic 

complexity of this society. 

The word 1 apartheid 1 was invented by Hendrick 

Venvoerd. Every race has a unique destiny of its o141 

and a cultural contribution to make to the world. 

Different raceS must therefore be kept separate and 

allowed to develop along their own lines. Cont<Jct 

among races resulting in contaminating the purity of 

racial culture must be reduced to an absolute minimum. 

The system requires that each racial group should have 

part of South Africa as a homeland in which it can 

develop its own culture. A long series of laws provides 

for the rigid social and residential segregation of 

the races. 

The Population Registration Act {No.30 of 1950), 

made provision for race classification of the population 

into Whites, Blacks and Coloureds. This Act can in no 

way be said to provide an accurate and comprehensive 

description of the ethnic composition of South African 

2 w.J. Breytenbach, ''The t1ulti-National Population 
Structure of south Africa", Plural Societies 
(The Hague), vol.2, no.1 (1977~ ,pp. 53-68. 
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society. This is the basic Act on which the politic<:Jl 

institutions of apartheid society in South Africa is 

constructed. Besides this, the Group Areas Act, 

Separat~ Amenities Act and the Bantu Education Act 

attempted to segregate the blacks. Political sepi3r6tJon 

was achieved through the Separate Representative of 

Voters Act, the promotion of Bantu se1 f-Gove mment Act 

and the Prohibition of Political Interference Act~ 

Many of the Acts have ,become redundant now. To encou::-age 

the policy of segregation 'Bantustans • h0ve been 

encouraged to accept full independence. 

The syst an of apartheid has. faced the problem 

of survival right from its inception but its position 

was never as critical as it has now become. With no 

alternative in hand, the National Party in South 

Africa 'adopted only one method which in Afrikaans is 

called kragdadigh sid,. i.e., forcefulness. This means 

brutal suppression of the blacks by police terror, attack bi 

hired mercenaries and inciting inter-tribal war, and 

clubbing the neighbouring states with bombings and 

raids to force them into submission. In addition to 

being a police state, South Africa turned itself into 

a well-oiled war machine. 

3 see for details Africa: South of the Sahara 1989 
(London: Europa Publications Ltd., 1988), p. 903. 
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The terms 'cycle of violence• or 'spir~l of 

violence' have become part of the So.Ith African political 

lexicon. Institutional violence by the state leads 

to violent reactions and protest and insurgent violence 

escalates. In order to check this the police uses 

the oppressive apparatus of the state and so the cycle 

goes on~ Apartheid inevitably leads to violence. It 

is the end of a self-destroying policy for as long as 

it is practised it will be resisted. The.physical 

violence used by the racist regime is so great that armed 

resistance is accepted as an act of 'counter-violence•~ 

To counter these apartheid laws the majority of 

the world community has been consistently calling out 

for sanctions against SOuth Africa. Two .diametrically 

opposite views have been advanced on the subject of 

sanctions against South Africa. One supports sanctions 

on the ground that - (i) sanctions will facilitate the 

end of apartheid, and (ii) timely imposition of sanctions 

can avoid an all-out racial blood bath in Southern 

Africa. Opposing this view others argue that - (i) 

4 Hendrik w. Vander Merwe, Pursuing Justice 
in South Africa (London: Billing and Sons Ltd., 
1989), P• 30. 

5 Shanti Sadiq Ali, "United Nations Role in South 
Africa: Con strain ts and Possible Options •, 
India Quarterly (New Delhi}, vol.42, no.3 
(1986), P• 229. 
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sanctions are immoral; (ii) they wilJ hurt South Africa's 

blacks more than the Whites and (iiJ) that at any rate 

ti . . bl 6 sane ons are 1mpract1ca e. 

The three major reasons for sanctions against 

SOuth Afrjca had been lts assistance to the illegal 

regime in the erstwhile Rhodesia, its continued control 

of Namibia till recently and parts of it even nO\"' a.nd 

the system of apartheid itself~ The fir'st and the 

second have almost become dead iS sues but the third, 

considered a heinous crime against humanity and the worst 

category of racism, is still alive. Often underlying the 

call for sanctions is a theory of action that asserts a 

relationship getween the economic isolation of south 

Africa (the strategy) and the ending of apartheid 

(the goal). 

Sanctions are rroral imperati Vffi against the 

evil system of apartheid in South Africa. Sanctions 

are used to express solidarity with the black people 

in southern Africa, and espeCi<3lly for resistance 

6 Anirudha Glpta, "Sanctions Against South Africa: 
Some Issues and Implications" India Quarterlv 
(New Delhi), vol.42, no.3 (1986), P• 274. 

7 Margaret P. Doxey, International Sanctions in 
Contemporary Perspective (London: Macmillan 
Press, 1987), P• 124. 
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movements engaged in· guerrilla warfare there, such as 

the African National Congress (ANC), and the Pan Africanist 

Congress (PAC) all of whom have called for econanic 

isolation of SOuth Africa~ Sanctions are seen to 

be econanic warfare and coupled with the guerrilla war 

and internal civil disturbances it will rid the VK>rld 

of this fonn of racism, as prevalent in South Africa. 

The economic isolation of South Africa will hasten the 

demise of apc:;rtheid. 

Diplomacy at the United Nations: 
United Nat ions and Apartheid 

The method of racial segregation practised in 

South Africa has been condemned world-wide by the anti-

apartheid movement. The anti-apartheid movement is a 

multi-racial, worldwide movement consisting of governmental 

and non-governmental actors operating at international, 
' 

national and subnational levels in an attempt to end 

racial oppression in South Africa~ The principle 

of the elimination of racism of which apartheid is an 

institutionaliSed fonn has become an urgent concern of 

the interenational community. As the community's guardian 

the United Nations has accorded a high priority to this 

8 Jancie Love, The U.s. Anti-Apartheid Movement, 
Local Activism in Global Politics (New York: 
P raeger Publishers, 1985), p. 1. 

9 ibid, p ·1· 
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principle. The concernof the international community has 

been evident in the Genernl Assanbly's recommendations, 

resolutions and decisions. India has been relentlessly 

fi<;hting apartheid in different international forum 

including the United Nations. 

The Problem of Consensus 

The United Nations has been able to play a key 

role in promoting an impressive world alliance against 

apartheid - but powerful v~sted interests have thwarted 

and concerted and decisive action. The role of the 

United Nations in the stn.:.ggle again apartheid 

'"'i thin South Africa has been considerably weakened by 

the lack of consensus in dealing with systematic 

violations of international norms by the Pretoria regime 

for the maintenance of apartheid, as well as over 

the strategies to be adopted to resist this unjust 

and oppressive system. Apartheid has been condanned 

on numerous occasions by the United Nations Which has 

called for sanctions against the racist regime in South 

Africa. Most governments have implemented diplomatic, 

political and economic and other sanctions against 

the regime. Yet, a fe\.J governments which profess 

rejection of apartheid and many Transnational Corporations 

and financial interests in the west, have constantly 

opposed and undermined international sanctions against 

apartheid and have assisted the Pretoria regime1° 

10 Garba, n.1, p. 28. 
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The powers given to the Security Council are 

found to be major constraints as they impede enforcement 

measures. As a consequence the gulf between international 

1 aw and reality threatens the very credibility of the 

world organisation especially as far as its human rights 

policies with regard to Sruth Africa are concerned! 1 

The United Nations is the obvious forum to impose 

sanctions but the position there is complex. The Gerl'eral 

.Assenbly, where each nation has one vote, can pass 

resolutions, but under the United Nations Charter these 

are not binding on members. The only method of imposing 

mandc:tory sanctions :ls under Articles 37-42 of the United 

Nations Charter which give eachof the five "Big Powers" 

(China, u.s.A., u.s"~s.R., U.K. and France)of the Security 

council the right to veto: so nothing can be paseed 

without at least the tacit agreement of all five. Unlike 

those ih the General Assembly, the Security Council 

resolutions are subject to the. veto power held by the 

five permanent members. In Security Council deliberations, 

the United States wields great influence not only as a 

permanent member with right to veto but as a super power 

of virtually unchallenged economic and political strength. 

Limits of United Nat ions Intervention ' 

The question of South African racial policies 

11 Ali, n.S, P• 239. 
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has been before the United Nations since 1946. The 

United Nations recognized in 1952 that apartheid would 

inevitably cause conflict and took up the matter in 

the Security Council in 1960 as a clear danger to peace. 

The United Nations • organs held discussions, passed 

resolutions and made appeals to the South African 

Gove mment to readjust its policies in accordance with 

the principles of the Charter. The South African 

Government has reiterated that the matter was essentially 

within its domestic jurisdiction under the terms of 

Articles 2, Paragraph 7, of the United . Nations Charter 

and that the resolutions of the United Nations were 

ultra-vires. Only Portugal supported So..tth Africa • s 

contention that it was not accountable to the United 

Nations for the treatment of its population. 

Diplomatic Actions and Aoorooriateness of 
United Nations Coercion 

The analogy between apartheid 'based on the 

ruthless demand of human inequality• and colonialism 

was made i~plicit in the Lusaka Manifesto on the 

Liberation of Southern Africa1 2 

12 The Lusaka Manifesto, while'recognizing the 
Republic of South Africa as "an independent 
sovereign stet: e and a member of the United Nations", 
reiterated that," it could not compromise on the 
question of South Africa • s apartheid policy 'based 
on the ruthless demand of human inequality• and that 
'the validity of the principles of human equality 
and dignity extend to the Republic of South Africa 
just as they extend to the colonial territories of 
Southern Africa'. 11 For full text, see, Africa 
Contemporary Record, 1969-70 (London), pp.41-45. 
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The shooting by the police in Sharpeville of 

peaceful demonstrators against the Pass laws in 1960 

not only shook South Africa and the world out of their 

complacency but formed a turning point in the United 

Nations consideraticn of the South African problan. 

The Sharpevi-~lle ,incident provided the evidence which 

compelled not only the General ASsembly but also 

the Security Council to discuss the matter. The 

Security' COuncil adopted a resolution which was rejected 

by the South African government; and it proceeded with 

the declaration of Emergency, banning of the ANC and 

the PAC and the strengthening of its security forces. 

At the November 1962 meeting of the General 

Assembly, there emerged a clear-cut divisicn over the 

approach towards the problem of South Africa. United 

States did not believe in taking stiffer measures against 

South Africa. The African nations took up the issue 

against the United States. Mr. Adebo, speaking as a 

representative of Nigeria, said that "all the diplomatic 
'. 

approaches by the U.s.A. and u .K. before, have been 

valueless" 13 It was dUe to their efforts that the 

General Assembly in its resolution 1761 (XVIII) of 

November 6, 1962, specifically "requested the member 

13 General Assembly Official Records, (GAOR), ( 1962), 
Session 17, Plen, mtgs. vol.1, P• 667. 
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states to take mea su rrs sepa ra tel yor collectively in 

conformity with the Charter of the United Nations to 

bring about the abandonment of apurtheid policy"1 4 

Measures amounting to sanctions were first recomnended 

by the General Assanhly in 1962 ~en members were 

requested to sever Shipping and air links and to 

boycott South African trade. The Assembly by the same 

resolution establiShed the Special Committee on Apartheid 

to keep the racial policies of SOJth African govemr.~ent 

under continuous review. 

In the United Nations the General Assembly 

can do no more than recommend that the Security Council 

shou~d implanent the enforcernent measureS provided 

for in Chapter-VII of the Charter and impose mandatory 

econanic sanctions. The Security Ccuncil so far has 

been constrained from acting to isolate South Africa 

because of veto powers of its permanent members 

especially United States and Britain. On its own 

however the General Assembly in 197 3 declared apartheid 

to be a "crime again st. humanity", and has prevented 

south Africa from taking part in plenary sessions 

since 197 4. The Security Council has on a few occasions 

1 4 ibid, p. 6 67 • 
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heeded the recommendations of the General Assembly 

as in the case of the 1977 mandatory arms embargo on 

South Africa in place of· the voluntary ones recommended 

in 1963, 1964 and 1970. It was for the first til7le that 

mandatory sanctions had been .impoSed on a member state 

and the western Powers had supported the unanimous 

deciSion in determining that 'the acquisition by 

SOuth Africa of arms and related material co:1sti tutes 

a threat to the maintenance of international peace 

and security • • This decision came in the wake of the 

death in detention of Steve Biko and the banning of 

Bl . . t. • 15 ack consc1.ousness organ1.sa l.on. Resolution 418 

of 1977 ·instituted the mandatory ban on the sale to 

South Africa of "arms and related material of all types 

including ••• weapons and ammunition, military vehicles 

and equipment, paramilitary police equipment and spare 

parts". The arms embargo remains in force and has 

had some effect Jn limiting South Africa • s mili t:lry 

capacity. But the ban has numerous loopholes and is 

broken by a few states, notably Israel. Vetoes by 

big powers have prevented the UN from imposing any 

other mandatory bans. The year 1982 was declared 

the International Year of Mobilization for Sanctions 

15 Survey of Race Relations in South Africa 
(Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race 
Relations, 1977), pp. 574-6~ 
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against South Africa by the UN. 

DJe to certain stem measures by the UN and 

constant vigilance over human rights issue the white 

regime in South Africa in order to confuse world public 

opinion, p~oceeded to adyertise the so-called changes and 

reforms apparently to mitigate racist oppression under 

the cover of cosmetic change,s in ''petty apartheid''~ 6 

Thirty years ago it was difficult even to obtain the 

required majority for a discussion of apartheid in the lJN. 

Many powerful western (notably United State: s and Great 

Britain) and other states blocked. any condannat.ion of 

South Africa. Today the UN and the international community 

are committed to the total eradication of apartheid. 

Probably of even greater influence on the UN dealings wi fu 

South African racial issues has been the rapid increase , 

in the number of African members and their persistent 

effort to enlighten the world community about apartheid's 

explosive potential as a fuse for setting off a world-wide 

16 The expression "petty apartheid" is normally used 
to indicate practical measures sepa r3ting whites 
and blacks in all walks of life, as distinguished 
from the grand design of geographic separation 
of black homelands. Petty apartheid relates to 
discriminatim regarding residential areas 
amenities such as cinemas and restaurants, taxis, 
and public transport, buses, post offices, 
hospitals, beaches, swimming pools, parks and 
other amenities. See Merwe, n.4, pp. 28-29. 
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race war~ 7 They insisted on the urgency of sanctions 

to end this inhuman practice of apartheid. 

The South African regime is increasingly isolated 

from the rest of the v.orld. The decisive role in 

ensuring the end of apartheid and the beginning of a 

new course in South Africa belongs to the South African 

people themselves, but the international conditions for 

such a development are rapidly being created18 It iS 

clear that the pace and di rectirn of peaceful change 

within South Africa, under the auspices of the UN, 

can only be brought about by the active cooperation 

of Pretoria • s allieS vho control the implementation 

of enforcement measures in the Security COUncil. 

The United States Policy Towards Apartheid: 

At the UN, America's perceived support for 

South Africa and seemingly disregard for African economic 

and political concerns have reinforced the perception 

of the United States as an aloof, uncomprehending 

super powerJ9 United StateS '.Has opposed to the position 

17 The Observer (London), 19 April 1984. 

18 

19 

E.S.Reddy, Apartheid: The United Nations and 
the International Community (New Delhi: Vikas 
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1986), p. 13. 

Monique Rubens, •At the United Nations, Africa 
and the u.s. at Odds 11

, Africa Report (New York), 
vol.29, no.2 (1984), P• 56. · 
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adopted by the UN for over two decades, namely1 

a) to end collaboration with the apartheid 

regime; 

b) to support the national liberation movement; and 

c) mobilise world public opinion for these purposes~0 

Ambassador Stevenson of the United States to 

the UN spoke of "the anachronistic spectacle of the 

government of a great people ~.-hich persists in seeing 

the disease as the remedy, prescribing for the malady 

of racism the bitter tox'ic of apartheid". "Apartheid", 

he said, "is abhorent". 21 But. the United States did 

not support action under Chapter VII of the t.JN Charter. 

Ambassador stevenson said • . 
It 1s clear to my delegation that the 
application of sanctions under Chapter VII 
in the situation now before us would be 
both bad law and bad policy. Chapter VII 
was intended to apply Where there was an 
actuality of international violence or such · 
a clear threat to the peace as to leave no 
reasonable alternative but resort to coercion.(22) 

2o Reddy, n.18, p. 146. 

21 United Nations Doc. SfPV. 1052, 2 August 1963, 
PP• 31, 33-35. 

22 ibid, P• 37. 
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In 1963, the United States gave mment decided, 

in response to the birth of the Organi saticn of Afri.can 

Unity (OAll), to impose an arms embargo agJ in st South Africa. 

It also supported Resolution 1881 (XVIII) of October 11, 

1963 in the United Nations General Assanbly, calling 

for the release of political prisoners, many of whom 

were involved in sabotage and several of "rhom were 

well-knoW1 communists.· 

The United States who has the exercise of veto 

in the Security Council, has been reluctant to support 

the broad consensus in the United Nations on the question 

of Self-determination for African majority in an 

undivided -South Africa~ 3 President Botha of Scuth 

Africa stated that •o~e man, one vote• is non negotiable. 

'!'he rejection of one man, one vote is neither new nor 

an insoluble obstacle to a settlement and could be solved 

by voluntary or involuntary fragmentation. The United 

States by abstaining on General Assembly Resolution 31/64 

{XXXII) rejecting the "acceptance of independence" by 

TranSkei, expressed its support for the policy pursued by 

South Africa. 

Under President Reagan • s administration, UN 

diplomacy took a back seat to economic and military might 

23 The G.larclian {London), 15 August 1985. 
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as a tool of American foreign policy. The administration's 

policies of linking Cuban trocp withdrawal from Angola to. 

Namibian independence and 'constructive engagement' with 

South Africa isolated it at the UN and continued to hamper 

progress on the South African iSsues~ 4 

But later on with vigorous an"d blatant public 

opinion in United States rising against apartheid and ,_. · 

isolation in the world community on South African issue ' 

have significantly altered the United States diplomatic 

stance towards the racist regime. The United States· 

since the closing years of the Reagan administration 

has become more vocal in its resentment of apartheid 

and has forcefully entertained the logic of sanctions as 

a devise to remove apartheid. Thus the American posture 

has considerably changed though the sympathies for the 

white regime in South Africa is still eXhibited in 

the United Nations as late as 1987 with United States 

vetoing a sanctions bill in the Security Council. 

Role of Public Opinion 

The American public opinion has also been playing 

an important role in influencing US policies towards 

Sa.1th Africa. Ever since Dr. Martin Luther King's 

acceptance of Nobel Peace Prize late in 1964 the hnerican 

24 Rubens, n-19, p. 54. 
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blacks have slowly identified the struggle against 

apartheid with their own domestic civil rights struggle; 

they could generate pubJ ic interest in the SOuth 

African policy of the United States to a level seldom 

h . db th f . 1' . 25 ac 1eve y any o er orelgn po ley 1ssue. 

The black American Democrat, the Reyerand Jesse 

Jackson came up with .an unusual form of what he called 

sanctions during a tour of frontline states in August 

1986. He suggested a surnr:1i t meeting of President 

Reagan and South African 1 eaders,. He sai<h 

Specially we must look at apartheid in 
regional terms, not just local tenns ••• 
we must use a multiple strategy approo ch 
such as diplomatic ties with Angola, aid 
to Namibia. All are really sanctions 
against South Africa •••• 26 

Increased concern among politicians, trade unions, 

Churches and the media about South Africa and its ruthless 

policy of -apartheid raised a masSive degree of awareness 

among the public whictJ, prther tried to impress upon the 

government the immediate and urgent need of sanctions. 

A Louis Harris survey in 1978 found that fortysix 

per cent of Americans thought that USA and other countries 

25 New York Times, 11 December 1986. 

26 Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond, The Sanctions 
'Handbook (London: Penguin Books Ltd., 1987), 
p. 16 2. 
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should put pressure on South Africa to provide blacks 

.·with greater freedom and participation in government. 

More than half supported a halt to ai:ms sales; Americans 

favoured United States companies putting pressure on 

Pretoria by fortysix to,twenty eight per cent; and a 

near similar percentage of Americans supported a ban 

on new investment~7 

The public opinion in United States was further 

roused in 1985 by the tunnoil in black townships, and 

the efforts by the security forces t:o suppress it, 

which received extensive television coverage in the 

United States. 

U.s. Congress on, Apartheid and 
Sanctions 

The Congress has always denounced apartheid 

and has called for economic sanctions against South 

Africa. However, the power of Presidential veto have 

thwarted their moves on most of the occasions. Gall 

for economic sanctions from the United States Congress 

carne more persistently during the Reagan administration. 

The Reagan adninistration repealed the Clark 

Amendment applicable to South Africa and provided overt 

27 Desaix Myers, United States Business in South 
Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1980) ,p.135. 
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military aid to UN ITA rebels Who in reality were not 

freedom fighters but were carrying out the objectives 

of South Africa in Angola. However, as far as South 

Africa is concerned, the Reagan administration was 

reluctant to support similar action. On the contrary, 

it provided the racist military and police with aid 

banned by previous administrations, flagrantly viol.:oting 

the United Nations arms embargo. It also supported 

South Africa on making the release of Nelson Handela 

conditional on his renunciation of "violence". •J'.Ihich it 

had been· rightly argued in the General ASseTibly, would 

be forcing the African National Congress to accept the 

1 egi timacy of the entire apartheid m9chinery~8 

In 1984 South African government introduced 

constitutional changes which allow direct elections to 

three legislative chambers by Whites, Coloureds and 

Asians, and in 1985 certain offensive legislation 

(notably the Hixed Marriage and Immorality Acts) were 

repealed, but blacks still had no votes except in the 

so-called 'homelands' whose patently spurious independence 

has failed to win any outside recognition. The 

inauguration of the new Constitution provoked renewed 

28 Ali, n.5, P• 245. 
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protest in South Africa and internal unrest led to 

the proclamation of a State of Emergency in numerous 

areas of the country in July 1985. A mounting toll 

of death and destr11ction brought renewed calls for 

radical reforms· and for sancticn s. The anti-apartheid 

movement in the United States gained momentum and for 

the first time United States not only accepted in 

principle the appropriateness of sanctions as a means 

of bringing pres sure to _bear on South African government, 

but also took steps of econmic and political nab1re. 29 

Congress usually plays a secondary role, essentially 

one of passing the basic statutes; the President then 

decides to invoke or not to invoke when a dispute or a 

minor crisis arises. '!11e Reagan administration was 

pressurised in 1985 by an overwhelming vote in the 

United States House of Representatives and Senate 

to order limited economic·sanctions against South Africa 

on the declaration of Emergency in a desperate effort 

to meet the wave of unrest which had swept the country 

sihce 1984. Although the Carter administration was not 

in favour of sanctions, the former President, in August 

1985, after both the House of Representative and the 

29 Doxey, n.7, p. 46. 
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Senate had passed bills to impose sanctions agoinst 

SOuth Africa, urged Reagan not to veto if the two 

Houses of Congrf:!SS came up with an agreed rneasure~0 

Sanctions were thus imposed but they were not 

designed • to put econ,anic pressure on south Africa but, 

as George Shultz, secretary of State, described, were 

intendej to "se!ld a single mess:.oge on behalf of all 

Americans". The measures imposed by the United States 

was mild. But in symbolic terms these measures were 

important as they represented a qualitative shift in 

United States governmental policy which was not welcane 

to the Sruth African government. The United States 

administration imposed sanctions approved by the Congress 

but opposed sanctions in the Security Council ~ 1 

In July 1986 pressure increased on the senate 

to pass a sanctions bill. The ~'l'a shin gton Post edi tori a-

lized that the United States must be seen to be 

enthusiastically on the side of black freedom rather 

than white privilege. America is a multiracial society 

that strives to ensure equal rights for all its citizens, 

and this impresses a moral stance on American policy 

towards South Africa~2 

30 Business Day (Johannesburg), 21 August 1985. 

31 Indian Express (New Delhi), 4 October 1986. 

32 Washington Post (Washington, D.C.), 30 July 
1986 • 
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The comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986 is 

an important exception to the secondary role of Congress 

as well as to the lack of a comprehensive statutor} 

framework for sanctions. Congress enacted the law in 

October 1986 over President Reagan • s veto. 

Virtually no opponent of sanctions defends 

apartheid. Their goal is always to move away from 

racism and towards' a free, non-racial (or multi-racial) 

society. President Reagan, th_e strongest opponent of 

the use of econcmic pressure against South Africa, was 

no exception. Defeated by the Senate he delivered a 

major speech on sanctions on 22 July 1986. He began 

with an attack on apartheid, 'the root cause of South 

Africa's disorder•. 33 He said America's views of 

ap~rtheid was clean 

Apartheid is morally wrong and politically 
unacceptable. The United States cannot 
maintain . cordial relations with a government 
...._.hose power rests upon the denial of rights 
to a majority of its people, based upon race. ( 34) 

He went on to add: 

But the primary victims of an economic boycott 
of South Africa would be the very people we seek 
to help. Most of the workers who would lose jobs, 
because of sanctions would be black workers.(35) 

33 Washington Post (Washington, D.C.), 13 August 1986. 

34 The Guardian (London), 13 August 1986. 

35 ibid. 
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For President Reagan capitalism was the natural 

enemy of feudal institutim s such as apartheid. Experience 

in United States shows that racial progress comes swiftest 

and easiest not during economic depression hut in times 

of prosperity and growth. He insisted on not a western 

withdrawal but deeper involvement by the Western business 

cormnuni ty, as agents of change, progress and growth~6 

ObjeCtive of Sanctions in south Africa: 

The objective of sanctions is to fer ce South 

African government to end apartheid, to dismantle the 

elaborate legal structure that denies blacks the right 

of their full self-determination. Presumably this would 

be accompli shed by imposing economic hardships on the 

country as a Whole and especially on whites, in order to 

punish them and raise the cost of perpetuating apartheid. 

Sanctions have achieved important successes and comprehensive 

economic sanctions stand a good chance of encouraging 

fundamental changes in South Africa. Unless Jvnericans 

want· to go to war against apartheid, such sanctions 

represent the only hope of bringing the apartheid regime 

to the negotiating table. 

The concern of governments who oppose sancticn s, 

about the suffering of blacks in South Africa, is 

36. Hanlon and Omond, n.26, P• 175. 
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hypocritical. The blacks are suffering in any case, 

from Pretoria, from the logic of anti-sanctions. Almost 

thirty years ago Chief Albert Luthuli said: 

The economic boycott of South Africa will 
entail undoubtedly suffering for Africans. 
We,do not doubt that. But if it is a 
method that shortens the day of bloodshed, 
the suffering to us will be ·a price we are 
wi 11 in g to pay. ( 3 7) 

The P resider;tt of Zambia on this issued said: 

Yes, we will be hurt by these sanctions, 
but we will suffer more: if economic sanctions 
as a peaceful weapon for change are not 
applied. The result of the explosion 
will be far more deStructive than the injury 
that economic sanctions can cause to us. (38) 

Sanctions per se do not have the potential 

for immediate change and nor ·do their infonned adherents 

expect them to. But this strategy has more long-term 
I 

potential. What it certainly does is to demonstrate 

world condemnation of apartheid and inflict a sense 

of isolation in the target state. Sanctions may not 

be the perfect weapon but no other weapons are available 

to check South Africa • s flagrant violation of international 

law and human rights. 

37 Neil Kinnock, "South Africa: Measure That 
Matter", Mainstream (New Delhi), vol.24,no.52, 
30 August 1986, p. 18. 

38 ibid, P• 18. 
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South Africa is dependent on foreign trade and 

support and the white minority government could not 

survive for long if it was totally isolated. Resistan~e 

by other countries and interests which have extensive 

financial links with South Africa have blocked these 

moves. However, fear of isolation along ..,.Jith Sruth 

Africa has forced countries to change their diplom;:!tic 

posture towards Sou·th Africa and adopt coercive diplom:::;cy 

in relationship to the racist regime. The United States 

has evolv~ its position over the years and today is 

in favour of continuation of existing economic sancticns 

against South Africa as an instrument of its diplomacy 

to dismantle apartheid in South Africa. 
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One individual, Assistant Secretary of State 

for African Affairs 01ester Croker, has been almost 

solely responsible for formulating, adapting, and 

implanenting the concept of'constructive engaganent'. 

For him south Africa • s overwhelming economic and 

military predominance in the southern region of the 

African continent was a reality and could not be 

' overlooked. It was realpolitik re2.soning rather than 

ideological consideration that shaped Crocker's 

thinking on the question. Constructive engaganent was 

a product of his assessment that the Botha regime • s 

secure domestic and regional position, derjving from 

the nation's relative economic and military self-

sufficiency, limits the effectiv€Dess of economic 

sancti?ns or.arms embargoes2 

Crocker's belief in the vii:iliili ty of constructive 

enaganent_.as an alternative to the more confrontational 

strategy followed by the Carter administration also 

' 

rested on the assumption that Prime Minister P .w.Botha 

meant it when he said in 1979 that Sooth African whites 

1 Helen Kitchen and Michael Clough, "The United 
States and South Africa: Realities and Red 
Herrings", Significant Issues Series (Washington, 
D.C.), vol.6, no.6 (1984), p. 3. 
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must "adapt or die", and that he could take steps to' 

improve u.s. - South African relations- notably by 

inJtiating internal reforms, accepting Namibia's 

independence, and developing accomodative relations 

with South Africa's neighbours. Crocker believed 

that u.s. interests would be best served by encouraging 

and assisting Sruth Africa in moving fn a positive 

direction ir; the domestic and regional areas rather 

than by coercion. Crocker presented 1constrtictive 

,engaganent'primarily as a means of reinforcing movanent 

away from apartheid in South Africa; the Namibian issues 

ana broader regional relations were only briefly mentioned. 

In order to influence a non-racial order of society 

it emphasized dialogue with SOuth Africa and n<)t 

·confrontation. Quiet diplomacy, according to Crocker, 

will achieve more than will harangues in the u.s.Congress~ 

But before we go into the details of the diplomacy 

of'constructive engagement! its failures and finally 

its burial, it is necessary to deal with the evolution 

of American policy towards South Africa from 1960 

2 Peter lliignan, "The United States and South 
Africa: The Case Against,Disinve~tment•. 
Orbis (Philadelphia}, vol.31, no.1, Spring· 
1987, p.S. 
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{the year of the Sharpeville massacre), the United 

States interests in south Africa and the broader East-

West conflict. All of these have conditioned Reagan's 

diplomacy towards SOuth Africa in the form of'constructive 

engagement1 through the first term of his nresidentship 

and part 'of hiS second term after 1984. 

Evolution of United States Diplomacy 
Towards South Africa 

For the first time the United Statee came up 

from its diplomatic hibernation towards the atrocities 

in South Africa and deplored the Sharpeville massacre 

in 1960. At that stage the State Deparb'nent, however, 

said u.s. policy was that it did 'not normally comment 

on the internal affairs of governments, with Which it 

enjoyes normal relations•. 

The Johnson a,dmini stra tion, in 1964, did not 

tender for four-Wheel vehicles wanted by the South 

.African government after the State Deparb'nent warned 

that export licenses should be refused because the 

vehicles could be converted into armoured cars~ 

Pretoria then placed no orders with Ford unti 1 1967, 

when purchases were resumed. 

3 Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond, The Sanctions 
Handbook (Har dmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd.~ 
1987), P• 156. 
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In May 1966 President Johnson said that there 

was increasing awareness in Africa that government 

must represent the true v-;il1 of its citizens: 

This makes all the more repugnant, the 
narrow and outmoded policy which in some 
parts of Africa permits the few to rule 
at the expense of· the many •••• Just as 
we are determined to remove the ramnants 
of inequality from our o1N!l micst, we are 
also with you - heart and soul - as you 
try todo the scrne • (4) 

Nixon Administration 

U.s. diplomacy during the Nixon years wos 

summed up by the President in February 1970: 

There is no questicn of the United States 
condonit)g or acquiescing in the racial· 
policies of the White rules regimes. The 
United States, stands firmly for the prin
ciples of racial equality and self-deter
mination. (5) 

However, the 1960s had sho\-.0 that there could 

be no quick solutions and progressive change could 

not be furthered by force. Later the same year, 

4 Arthur S chlesinger, Robert Kennedy and His 
Times (London: Andre Deutsch, 1978) , pp. 7 43-9 

5 Hanlon and Omond, n .3, p. 157. 
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President Nixon repeated u.s. commitment ''for fundamental 

human rights in Southern Africa'', but stressed that the 

solution lay not in violence but in "the constructive 

interplay of political, economic and social forces which 

will inevitably lead to changes". The U.S~A did not 

believe that cutting of ties with the rich, troubled 

lartd W!Juld advance the cause they pursue or help the 

·6 
majority of the people of that country. This was a 

policy of 'constructive engagement', trlO'\Jgh the phrase 

itself h~d not yet been coined. By 197 2 the Nixon 

administration was showing greater sympathy towardS 

Pretoria than its t~ predecessors. In April 1972 

snall esecuti ve jets had been solei to South Africa and 

Boeing 7o7s to ehe Portuguese -who were embroiled, amid 

much international hostility, in fighting colonial wars 

in Angola and Mozambique. The ban on importing Rhodesian 

chrome had been ended in defiance of the l.iN where 

Washin·gton h_ad abstained or voted against resolutions 

on South Africa. 

The United States has tended to regard South 

Africa as a • client • ever since the Nixon ~ctrine 

6 ibid, P• 158. 
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advanced the idea that the United States should 

appoint regional 'deputy sheriffs' rather than employ 

direct force itself outside recognised American 
. 7 

spheres of influence. 

Henry Kissinger was the princ~pal architect 

of American diplomacy in South Africa during the 

Nixon ye<3r. Kissinger summarizes: 

. The Whites are here to stay (in South· 
Africa) and the only way that constructive 

· change can come about is through than. 
There is no hope for the blacks to gain 
the political rights they seek through 
violence, Which will only lead to chaos 
and increased opportunities for the 
communists. (8) • 

Carter Administration 

In 1976, Jirruny Carter became the President of 

United States. Carter followed W'lat Pretoria considered 

the most hostile policy towards· South Africa ever made 

by a U.s. -p resident. The tben Sooth African Prime 

Minister, B.J. Vorster, said in August 1977 tha1;: the 

administration was embarking on a course that wiUld 

7 G.R. Berridge, 'The Role of SUper Powers• 
in John D. Brewer, ed.1 Can South Africa Survive ? 
(London : MacMillan Press, 1989), p. 19· 

8 Steven .SUi th, us Neo-colonialisn in Africa 
(Hoscow: P regress Publis¥ers, 197 4), p. 60. 
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lead to chaos and anarchy in Sooth Africa. The 

only difference between American pressure and cormnunist 

revolution was one of method - • strangulation with 

fines~se' in stead of 'de<1th by brute force'~ The Carter 

administration. sought to differentiate itself from its , 

predecessors by placing greater emphasis on human 

rights of SOuth Africa and downplaying the strategic 

di . 10 men Slon. 

The concrete manifestation of the Carter approach 

included - ( 1) the Anglo-Arne rican effort to achieve a 

settlement in Rhodesia; ( 2) the initiation of the Western 

"contact group" ini ti ati ve to achieve a settlement in 

Namibia; ( 3) Vice-President Walter Mondale 1 s meeting 

in 1977 with Prime t1ini ster I3 .J. Vorster in Vienna, 

where the te .rm 11one-man-on€1 vote" surfaced; ( 4) a tightening 

up of restrictions on exports to the South African 

military following the death of Black Consciousness 

leaders Steve Biko while in detention and (5) espanding 

u.s. contacts inside South Africa with black activists. 

The issue of human rights bec<Ine a salient 

9 International Herald Tribune (Paris), 14 August 
1977. 

10 Jim Cason and Mike Fleshman, "The United States 
and South Africa 11

, Monthly Revie~ (New York), 
vol.37, no.11, APril 1986, P• 72. 
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feature of Carter's diplomacy. The Carter administration 

sponsored the formulation of the 'Sullivan Principles•. 

This code of conduct was designed to guide the activities 

of Americ :n business opera~ing in South Africa. It dealt 

with fair enployment prcctic<=s! 1 However, the superfic-

iality of Carter's 'human rights• appro2ch soon became 

apparent: there was return to business. as usual with 

Pretoria. Three major factors danonstrnted this. Firstly, 

United Nations Security Council Resolutions that 'were 

intended to occasional changes in the apartheid system 

were constantly vetoed.by the United States. Secondly, 

the United Sta~ ·=s continued its traditional economic, 

military and technological ties with South Africa. And 

finally, the human rights policy was plagued with 

duplicity in its application. 

U.s. Interests in South Africa; 

The foundation of u.s. invo~vement in South Africa 

was by tVXJ American corporations - ~he New Hont t·iining 

Company" and "The American Metal Climax". They in tux:n 

opened a floodgate to American corporate interests. By 

1980, U.s. had 300 companies and by 1985, 350 operating 

11 George Klay Kieh, "Bdoyond the Facade of 
Constructive Engagement: A Critical Examination 
of the United States Foreign Policy Towards South 
Africa'',Africa Quarterly (New Delhi), vol.26, no.1 
( 1987),p. 3o 
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in the country with 15 billion dollars worth of inv·esbnent 

about 3 quarters of the U.s. ihvestments in the conti:Jent 

were in South Africa and an estim<J ted r~tu rn on investment 

of 15 per cent compared with 10 per cent at home. T'nese 

companies· control 43 per cent of the South Afric'n 

petroleum market: 23 per cent of its motor vehicles 

and 75 per cent of its computer business! 2 The i:JtP..:::-est 

of United States in South Africa is prima.:::-ily economic 

such as investments and trading interests. 

The existence of a variety of minerals in South 

Africa has always attracted western interests as they 

are important for development of their economy. United 

States having an advantage of money and technological 

power is in the best position to exploit the under

developed economic structure of South Africa. u.s. 

investment in South Africa totalled an estimated 15 billion 

dollars: 4.7 billion dollars in bank loans, over 2 billion 

dollars in _direct investment, and an estimated 8 billion 

to 10 billd.on dollars in securities - primarily gold 

stocks1 3 

12 ibid, p • 1 • 

13 The Observer (London), 10 August 1985. 
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In terms of the North Atlantic Treaty Or:Janis,.'tim pla-

nning fifty seven per cent of Western Europe's oil needs 

and twenty per cent of American oil needs pass by the 

14 Cape. As a major supplier of gold, Sc:uth Africr:: ;)lays 

a key role in money supply and the financial st2t-i~ it1r 

of the capital± st world. 

Arne rican Diplom.:3CY in· the l"lilieu of 2ast-'1Jest 
Conflict during Rei3gan Administration: 

Instead of giving unreserved support to the freedom 

of Namibia, to the dismantling of apartheid and to resist 

the destabli zation of States by Sou~~ .Africa the 'C'Di ted 

States had viewed the issues as an extension of super 

power rivalry for influence in the African continent. 

The United States had been soft towards South Africa 

because of their over-riding defence concern in the wider 

strategic confrontation with the Soviet Union. They 

thought that a friendly goverhment on the coastline at 

the entrance in both the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic 

is vital t6 their interests at a time when Soviet naval 

power was growing. The United States and its allies 

believed that they have vital strategic and economic 

14 Richerd E. Bissell, ''How Strategic Is South 
Africa?", in Richard E. Bissell and Chester A. 
Crocker, ed., South Africa into the 1~8QS 
{Colorado: Westview Press, 1979), p.15. 
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interests in the flow of merchant shipping (especially 

oil tankers) along the 'Cape Route•. Following the 

growth of Soviet naval strength in the Indi.;m Ocean and 

the rise of Soviet bloc influence in southern Afri-:a in 

the first half of the 1970s anxiety H<3S expressed by 

the US Joint Chiefs of Staff and Defence Planning Cornrni ttee 

of NATo1 5 United Stat,.:s has· an important but more ezposed 

interest in relation to South Africa. And th:"-t is the 

diplomatic and domestic political interest in avoiding 

a posture towards is 5U es in the region v.hich in view of 

the opinions of the Africans and American blacks on the 

question of ap.=:rtheid1 are li1--.ely to lead to a deterioration 

in Ameri---can relations with countries of the Crganisation 

of African Unity (OAU) and may probably cause 

unrest in the United States itself. 16 

acute 

The United States also has a strategic interest 

in gainirg access to intelligence on the region and its 

surrounding oceans and this is supplied by South Africa's 

Silvermine ground stationJ7 Washington has a strategic 

· 15 Christopher Coker, NATO, The \·Jars aw Pact and 
Africa (London; !>1acmillan Press, 1980), pp.82-G7 
and 98. 

16 W.J. Fotz, ·~nited States Policy toward South 
Africa: Is one Possible?', in G.J. Bender, 
J .s. Colanan and R.s. Skiar, ed. , ;\friccn Crisis 
and u.s. Foreign Policf (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1985 , pp. 38-42. 

17 ibid~ P• 35. 
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interest as well in di scoure1ging the dev'elopment of 

South Africa as a nuclear weapons state because of its 

general interest in the avoidance of nuclear proliferation. 

The most important American interest of all in 

southern Africa in the view of the Reagan administration, 

is the diplomatic, cold \var interest in expelling Soviet 

influence from the reqion. Chalking up a major cold war 

victory against Hosco•,J, by securing the removal of the 

Cuban troops from Angola was the major impulse behind 

American policy ·and this is one of the 

factors that led to the linking by the Unted States of 

Namibian independence to the withdrawal of the Cubans 

frOm Angola. 

south Africa mattered strategically to the United 

! 

States: it was one of the most vital regions of the 

world. Around the Cape of GOod Hope passes the oil of 

the Persian Gulf- which is indispensable to the industrial 

economies of Western. Europe. Southern Africa and SOuth 

Africa are a repository of many of the vital minerals -

vanadium, manganese, chromium, platinum - for Which the 

West has no other secure source of supply. The Soviet 

Union knew the stakes: it had in stalled, using CUban 

troops, • a client regime • in Angola and was providing 

it with weapons to attack UNITA, which President Reagan 
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described as "a black liberation movanent which seeks. 

for Angolans the same d.ght to be represented in their 

' 
government that black South Africans SeEk for thanselves." 

The United Stat.::s strategic interests in South Africa 

includes curbing of .SOviet and CUban influence in the 

region and restaining south Africa from producing nuclear 

vJCot_Jons. The u.s. Administration during the Reagan 

p·c·riod felt that communism and apartheid are t'VK) fo.rrrts 

of oppressian and it was not orally soft on one at the 

expense of the otht:;r. It did not, therefore, condemn 

apartheic because o.f its strong anti-corrununist stand18 · 

The u.s. put south Africa in a global context 

and assessed its policy with reference to wider East-

West concerns. Reagan saw the world in t.enns of competing 

pow<?r blocs, with little room for the uncommitted. Within 

such a view South Africa has an increased geopolitical, 

economic and military importance not only in its own 

right but as something to be .denied to the Soviet Union. 

eiplomacy of Constructive Engagement: 

The Carter administration sought to promote changes 

in south Africa through strong public condemnation and 

the threat of economic sanctions. The Reagan administration 

18 Davidson Nicol, "United States Foreign Policy 
in Southern Africa: Third World Perspectives"~ 
The Journal of Modem African Studies (New York), 
vol.21, no.4, December 1983, p~ 589. 
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called this appro2ch unrealistic and counterproductive 

and instead adopted a policy of "constructive engaganent" 

toward South Africa. Ou.i:t:t persuasion,. it was convinced, 

could better protect u.s. interests in South Afri.cu while 

more effectively encouraging the government to change its 

racial pol;tcies. one of its first principles was that 

the previous U.s. policy of putting ·overt, public pressure 

for change on the south African regime. had seemed to 

·promise much more to black South Africans than it could 

deliver. "Americans need to do their homework'', wrote 

. Mr. Crocker: 

A tone of anpathy is required not 
only for the suffering and injustice 
caused to blacks in a racist system, 
but also for the awesome political 
dilerrnna in which Afrikanners and other 
Whites find themselves ••••• American 
powEEr should be kept dry for genuine 
opportunities to exert influence. AS 
in other foreign policy agendas for the 
198Qs, the motto should be: undez:promise 
and overdeliver - for a change. ( 19) 

While American policy under the previous administrations 

had been tinted with ambivalence and double standards, 

the Reagan administration has unequivocally articulated 

United States unflinching SUJ)port for Pretoria both in 

19 Chester A. Crocker, ~South Africa: Strategy 
for Change", Foreign Affairs (New York), vol.59, 
no.2, Winter 1980/81, pp. 323-51. 
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substance and in fo:on through the policy of "constructive · 

II 
engagement. 

In President Reagan • s own words, 

Can we (the United States) abandon a 
country that has stood by us in every 
war .we have fought- a country that .is 
strategically essential to the free 
world in its p·rodU.ction· of minerals we 
all must have'? I feel that ••• if we 
are going to sit do~ at a table and 
negotiate with Russians, surely we can 
keep with a friendly nation like South 
Africa.: -( 20) 

The closest embrace between the u.s. government 

and apartheid came under the Reagan administration's 

. 21 
policy of constructive engagement. In the South 

African context the cardinal features of constructive 

engagement are: ( 1) a friendly and a non-confrontational 
\ 

approach via qudet discussion and negotiation with Pretoria; 

it is only through this method apartheid can be refonned; 

(2) continual political, economic, military and technological 

collaboration ,with and support for Pretoria. The rationale 

is that through this-means the United States can continue 

20 Elizabeth Schmidt, "Marching to Pretoria: 
Reagan • s Southern· African Policy on the Move••, 
Trans Africa Forum (New Jersey), vol.2, no.2, 
( 1985) , p. 5. 

21 - Janice Love, The U.s. Anti-Apartheid Movanent: 
Local Activism in Global Politics (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1985), p. 13. 
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to exercise leverage,. and thereby occasional cha11ge;(J) 

the corollary is that economic sanctions and other punitive 

measures will have an adverse impi3Ct on the oppressed 

bl::Jck population, and undermine the viability of the 

reform crusade and {4) South Africa is strategically 

important to the United States: it has several minerals 

that are crucial to the American indd·strial complex, hence 

the United States has to support Pretoria othervJise the 

communists will take over~ 2 

Constructive engagement believed in reforming t;."'le 

South African system by working entirely with in it. "Active 

cohstructive engagement" relied on white-led change 

8nd ignored the needs, the politics. and the passions of 

the black majority in South Africa~ 3 COnstructive engagement 

was designed to end SOuth Africa's isolation from the 

world community and to bring this important u.s. ally 

back on the international stage. 

The most fundamental thing that constructive e.'lgagement 

promised was that if the United States could, as Crocker 

2 2 Ki eh, n • 11, p. 5. 

23 Standard J. Ungar and Peter Vale, 'South Africai 
Why Constructive Engagement Failed', Foreign 
Affairs {New York), vol.64, no.2 (1985/86),p.235. 
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put it, •• steer between the twin dangers of abetting 

violence in the Republic and aligning ourselves with 

the cause of \'-Jhite rule", then it could contribute to 

th h . t ~ h . ~ th "f . 24 e ac levt:men o.r c ange 1n ->C:U ~ rlca. In the 

early days of constructive engagement, the Reagan 

administration seemed obsessed with a desire to eY.hibit 

American balanced position. Iri 1981, t·1r. erocker 

stressed that in South Africa, the United States sought 

"to build a more con st ructi ve relation ship ••••• based on 

shared interests, persuasion a-Dd improved communication". 

Hhile reiterating th<->t the Reagan administration disapproved 

of ''apartheid policies that are abhorrent to our ovm 

multiracial democr,c:cy", Crocker- said; 

We must avoid action that aggravates the 
awesome challenges facing Sooth Africans 
of ·all races. The Reagan Administration 
has no intention of destablizing Sooth 
Africa in order to curry favour el se\-1here. ( 25) 

Bishop Desmond Tutu had warned then tha t "a 

United States decision to align itself with the SOuth 

African government would be an unr:titigated jisaster 

for both Sruth Africa and the United States''~6 

24 ibid, P• 238. 

25 "Regional Security for Southern Africa", 
Document so, The United States and South Africa: 

26 

US PUblic Statements and Related Documents, 
1977-85 (Department of State, Washington D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1985), p. 58. 

SUnday Times (JoharPesbur<.;d , 12 March, 1981. 
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This policy of United States encouraged SOuth Africa 

to destabilize by economic means its neighbours and dsn6n-

strnte its political hegemony over weaker states. The 

United States distanced itself on the issue of destabli-

zation and condanned South Africa• s cross-border incursions. 

Absence of strong action by United States strengthened 

Pretoria's audacity. Inspi te of this Crocker stated, 

•you cannot get Government changes in the right· direction 

unless you have a White major'ity for change and a power 

... 27 
base. 

The be sic conclusion was that the \-lhi tes were here to 

stay and the only way that constructive_ change could come 

about is thmugh them. However, the Reagan administration 

failed to understand that the issue in Bouth Africa is not 

•power sharihg" but a power shift: a shift from ~ite 

minority rule to black majority rule based on one per::son 

one vote in a unitary, nonracial state~8 · 

George Shultz, the u.s. Secretary of State during the 

Reagan administration, said that the next months would 

reveal Whether the South African government can muster the 

27 The GUardian {Lohdon), 20 July 1984. 

28 ~en .ry Winston, "South Africa and the Reagan 
Factor",- Political Affairs {New York), vol.65, 
no.2 1 February 1986, P• 8. 
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vision and bold leadership that will be requited to 

move from confrontation to negotintion and a new consti-

tutional order deriving its strength from the consent 

29 of the governed. This revealed the racist essence of 

"constructive engagement". According to Shultz, it is 

not the ANC and its leaders - such as Nelson t-1andela 

and Oliver Tambo - who can provide vision and leadership, 

but the apartheid rulers. 

one of the most protracted ihterests of the Reagan 

administration to go in for constructive engagement was 

that a continuation of apartheid would polarize black 

and white opinion and this would lead to economic diso!:'der 

and violence which was catatostrophic to the American 

econany in SOuth Africa. Crocker argued that it was 11 not 

our task to choose between black and white, but to be 

1 even-handed•, so as to be in a better position to 

pursue diplomatic solutions and to protect western 

. i i i th . " 30 
strateg~c -and econom c ntereSts n e reg~on. 

\'lith a UN sponsored arms anbargo on South Africa in 

29 ibid, P• 9. 

30 James Barber, Jesmond Blumfeld and Christopher 
R· Hill, The West and South Africa (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1982), p. 3. 
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· 1977, SOuth ~£rica developed an ax:ms industry~ Fearing 

nuclear proliferation the u.s. did not want to make South 

Africa more powerful since sanctions seaned to make it 

more indepen·den t and thrive for self- sufficiency. The 

u.s. constructive engagement policy sought to establiSh 

a relationship with South Africa that will penni t effective 

communication between United States and South Africa 

and thereby enhance United States ability to influence 

its policies. 

The United States have all along expressed its 

abhorrence of apartheid, but does not believe that mandatory 

sanctions will provoke the necessary changes. It felt 

instead that investments would promote econanic growth, 

which in turn, would not only alleviate the conditions 

of blacks, but alSo force the South African government to 

abandon its policy of apartheid. For Reegan, sanctions 

were a "historic act of folly".- Sanctions would be 
I 

counterproductive: they are more likely to strengthen 

resistance to change than to strengthen the forces of 

refonn~ 1 

If the SOuth Africans cooperated on the Namibian issue, 

31 Kenneth W. Darn, "scitth Africa: The Case Against 
Sancticns: Department of State Bulletin 
(Washingtpn, D.C.), vol.85, no. 2099, June 1985, 
p.36. 
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the United States could "work to end South Africa's 

ploecat status in the world and seek to restore i t-...5 

place as a legitimate and important regional actor 

32 with whom U.s. can cooperate pragmatically." The 

u.s. State Department leadership was enthusiastically 

willing to' make symbolic gestures to Pretoria. Crocker 

saio: 

we Americans are builders and not destro
yers •••• We should develop, rather than 
withdraw, our influence and be prepared 

·. to use it, while taking into account the 
strength and self-sufficiency of a state 
halfway round the world ·that cannot be 
coerced by outsiders on whom it is only 
marginally dependent. (33) 

The Namibian Imbroglio in the 
COver of Constructive Engagement 

By mid 1981, the tying of a South African withdrawal 

from Namibia to a withdrawal of Cuban troq:>s from Angola 

had become Reagan administration's strategy which served 

two purposes. FirStly, it would dissociate communist 

influence in the regional by withdrawal of Cuba from 

Angola and secondly I linkage of CUban and. South African 

32 Crocker, n. 19, p. 334. 

33 Chester A· Crocker, "The u.s. and South Africa: 
A Framework for Progress", Department of State 
Bulletin {Washington, D.C.), vol.85, no.2103, 
October 1985, PP• 5-7. 
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withdrawals was the most promising way of moving South 

Africa to agree to impl em en tat. ion of UN Resolu ti.on 435. 

A succeSsful Namibian settlanent would give the Botha 

government confidence to move faster with- its internal 

reform programme, which. in turn would con finn the merits 

of constructive engagement. The Reagan administration 

seemed to believe that with its domestic situation under 

control and irnprovihg South Africa( with American backing, 

could play the role of a regional power promoting peace. 

Once Namibia had achieved independence under U:.N. 

supervision, other regional tensirns would be reduced 

and South African vJhites would peacefully coexist with 

neighbouring black ruled states. 

However, the period of constructive engagement 

did not bring about 'N-amibi~m independence nor the 

withdrawal of CUban troops from Angola. Dr. Crocker, 

who had devised linkage, became kno'Afl ±n the capitals 

of the Frontline States as 'the master of contrived 

duplicity' ~4 Prime Minister Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe 

derided linkage as 'blackmail' and suggested that 

34 These are the words of Theon-Ben Guirab, S\-lAPO • s 
United Nations representative in the early 1980s 
and later Secretary for Foreign AffairS. 
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constructive engagenent would be better called 'const.ructive 

instigation•. as it so clearly encouraged the SOuth Africans 

h h . hb 35 to t reaten t e ne1.g ours. 

However, despite the death of constructive engagement 

the 'linkage' is sue was very much alive and went on to 

be a major issue in the independence of Namibia and the 

withdrawal of Olban troops from Angqla. 

In October 1981 Chester Crocker in a major policy 

speech emphasized the importance of directing constructive 

engagement at the entire southern region of the continent, 

not just SoUth Africa: 

Until there develops a structure of 
understanding - some reciprocally 
understood basis for coexistence -
between south .Africa and its neighbours, 
this situation will ranain a major source 
of instability and could result in 
growing conflict across borders. (36) 

Dr. Crocker further said in a Congressional hearing in 

1981: 

Southern Africa is a region of unquestioned 
importance to United States and western 
economic progress and warrants a substantial 

35 Victoria Brittain, Hidden Lives, HiddeT"l DeathS: 
South Africa's Crippling of a Continent 
(London: Mackays, 1988), P• 67. 

36 ibid, P• 64. 
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effort on our part to reinforce 
these prospects and to forestall 
heightened conflict and polariz~tion. 
Second, this region has the tragic 
po ten ti al to become a rna gn et for 
internationalized corflict and a 
cockpit of East-West tension. It 
contains the explosive combination of 
forces - Soviet-CUban military 
involv anent. { 37) 

The compromise and accomodation which had originally 

referred to Sout:h Africa•s internal. politics thus becarne 

a regional policy of constructive engagement. No matter 

how successful its regional dimension, constructive 

engagenent will ultimately be judged by its critics in the 

United States on criteria relating to apart':1eid. 

Arnericen Manipulation of Constructive 
&lgagenent ana-l t·s Denise: 

Constructive engagement called for actions that 

WJUld help blacks to acquire the economic and organizational 

base from .J"lich effectively to denand a larger share of 

political power. D.lring its first three years in office, 

the Reagan administration, with the support of COngress, 

took a number of steps in this direction,· including 

setting up progr~~es that expand on private initiatives 

to educate black South Africans in the United States, 

providing funding to train black union leaders, and 

37 ibid, P• 64. 
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supporting various efforts to further black entrepreneurial 

development. 

A number of concessions had been made to Pretoria 

since 1981 to enhance the effectiveness of "quiet, diplomacy" 4 

These included loosening up ''gray area 11 restrictions on 

export of nonlethal equipment to SOuth Africa that could 

be used by police or military and voting in favour of a 

loan to south Africa in the Intern ati'onal Monetary FUnd 

< n,1F) ~8 

American policy was to educate, prod, cajole, 

encourage, bolster and not to coerce, compel or force 

changes. However, rather than humanizing the apartheid 

regime, as the Reagan administration claimed While 

aggressively launching policy of •constructive engagement", 

developments within SOUth Africa and Pret>oria' s policies 

in the region revealed that in reality it is the western 

Powers who had to work in subordination to SOuth Africa's 

aims of "reforming" not eliminating apartheid at home 

and establishing its hegemony in southern Africa~9 

38 Jonathan Kwi tny, "How D·1F Overcame Political 
Issues to Vote a Loan to south Africa", 
Wall Street Journal (New York), 1983, P• 72. 

39 Shanti Sadiq Ali, "United Nations Role in South 
Africa: Constraints and Poppible Options", 
India Quarterl::z:: (New Delhi), vol.42, no. 3, ( 1986), 
pp. 246-47. 
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At the international level, the policy of constructive 

engaganent provided support for the propagation of the 

apartheid system. In the United Nations. 1 the United 

States consistently supported the apartheid regime. 

Since the inauguration of the Reagan administration, the 

United States voted again st. virtually every measure in 

the United Nations General Assembly that had been designed 

to occassion. changes in the apartheid system. Simul tane-

ously, the United States also used its veto power in the 

United Nations Security Ccuncil in 1981 1 1983 and 1987 

·to undermine efforts aimed at bringing changes in South 
' . 

Africa. Reagan adninistration frequ·ently stood alone on 

South Africa's side in the U.N. Security Cruncil,vetoing 

resolutions critical of South Africa on occasions when 

Britain and France abstained, and, in some cases, 

, registering the only abstention when western allies voted 

to condemn South African actions. 

In the economic field, the Reagan administration 

provided the "glucose" that kept the apartheid state 

alive. Specifically, in the trade area, total trade 

increased by 1 billion dollars in 1981 - from 3.2. billion 

dollars in 1980, to 4.1 billion dollars. By 1984, the 

United States regained its status as South Africa's 

largest trading partner: total trade burgeoned to a 
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record of 6.6 billion dollars~0 

Similarly, the total amount of American private 

investment in the apartheid system rose from $ 2 .o 1 

Table- 1 : THE DIRECI'ION OF SOUTH AFRICA'S TRADE 

Year 

1981 

1982 

J983 

1984 

1985 

WITH 'IH E UN rr ED Sl' ATES (nJ BILL ION IDLLARS 
(US) ]:1981-1985 

Imports EXl,JOrtS Totol Trade 

2.7 1·5 4.2 

2.7 1 • 3 4.0 

3.0 2,.0 5.0 

4. 1 2.5 6.6 

3.7 3.5 7 .2 

Source: South African Institute of Race 
Relation::;, Race Relations Survey, 
1981-85 (Johannesburg: Natal Witness 
Ltd.) • 

billion ih 1980, to $2.6 billion in 1981. By 1985, about 

ten of the American companies in SOuth Africa controlled 

more than 70 per cent of the total value of direct 

investment~ 1 

Thus, it is clear that instead of dismantling 

apartheid the United States diplomacy was aimed at 

40 Kieh, n. 11, p. 10. 

41 The Times (London), 26 February 1986. 
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constructively engaging itself in order to economically 

benefit from the rich minerals and the huge market 

in S(j.lth Africa and to perpetuate South Africa • s evil 

system of apartheid and create, rather than diffuse, 

tensions in the region. Consequently, the United States 

has supported the survival of pro-Western capitalist 

governmentS in the regicn 1 both in Order to maintain itS 

economic interests, and to reduce ·'or eliminate the 

perceived threat of the SOviet Union, which might gain 

a foothold in the region. 

One important consequence of Ame:-ican policy of 

quiet diplomacy was that a Whole stratum of black south 

African leaders \Jlo had previously agreed to negotiate 

over the country's future were swayed into the cult of 

violence. Dr. Crocker never appeared to notice that, 

just as Sullivan· principles of ~~rk-place desegregation 

were rejected as mere window dreSs ing by South Africa's 

workers, so alSo constructive engagement was rejected 

by Sruth Africa• s black ·majority as it was by black Africa. 

Apart from that Whatever little economic gains the black 

majority had derived from Leon SUllivan and U.s. businessmen 

proved no more tractable with Dr. Crocker• s political 

carrot:P. 

In 1981 the Reagan adninistration permitted medical 
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exports for the South African police and the armed 

forces as vJell as airport X-ray scanning equipment. 

There were further concessj ons in 1982; the scope of 

export to south Africa increased v.hich included electronic 

instruments, computers and crime prevention instr:uments. 

Certain equJpments were later used by the SOuth African 

government not only for oppression of blacks, but also· 

for aggressicn against neighbouring countries such as 

Angola, Lesotho and Hozambique on the grounds that they 

harboured activists of the ANC. 

The Reagan administration openly as roci a ted U.s. 

policy with ,hi te power in the region, accompanied by 

a disregard for the political reaction that association 

~uld provoke at home and abroad. 

In 1985 the Botha government in South Africa proceeded 

to imfose a new constituticn unde~ which the coloured 

people and people of ASian origin were given token rights 

while the African majority was totally excluded. Under 

the policy of constructive engagenent the Reagan adminiS-

tration \velcomed the diabolic constitution as a step 

. h . h d' ti 42 
J. n t e r J. g t J. re c on • 

42 J.~. Garba, "western Countries sustain Apartheid 
Systen in South Africa", New Perspectives 
(Helsinki), vol.15, no.2 (1985), p. 28. 
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However, by 1984 the public opinion in United 

States was in favour of sanctions and there was 

imp2tience with the administration's policy of con-

structive engagement or quiet. persuasion. The anti-

apartheid cause gained international 'momentum in late · 

1984 with 'the Nobel Peace Prize to Bishop D:smond Tutu 

of SOuth Africa. In 1985 President Both a declared a 

state of emergency. The Reagan administration responded 

by speaking out more forcefully against apartheid, Q'ut 

it ranained convinced that its policy of quiet diplomacy 

will most effectively further U.s. interests. 

The diplomacy of constructive engaganent of the 

Reagan administration failed to fulfill its raison 

d' etre: the diSmantling of the apartheid systan through -- .' 

quiet negotiations. Instead, the policy served as a 

buh·Jark for the propagation of the systen and for making 

the apartheid state more intransigent. The failu:-e of 

the policy. manifested both at the domestic and at the 

international level. At the domestic level the rate 

of human rights violations and discriminations escalated 

and at the international level, the United States 

economic relations with South Africa experienced a 

phenomenal growth: trad~, investment and the granting 

of loans to the Pretoria regime by American banks 

increased. 
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The only concrete achievements of constructive 

engaganent were a brief period of leniency by the 

Pretoria government towards black trade unions and 

the granting of passports to bladk spokesmen invited 

to u.s., such as Tutu and Motlana. Ever Since the 

failure of constructive engagement .there has been a 

call in the u.s. for economic sanctions against SOJ.th 

Afz::ica. The pressure is from both the domestic. and 

international spheres. Senator Edward Kennedy, ·,..hose 

visit to South·Africa in 1984 sparked off a massive 

controversy, made many statanents in favour of the issue 

of economic sanctions. In 1985 he said: 

Mr. Botha' s system of reforms in South 
Africa had dashed all real hope that the 
South African government is ready to 
change its racist ways. Let us send 
a clear and unmistakable message that 
the time for constructive engagement 
with raci sn is over and that the time 
for firm American action against 
apartheid has come. { 43) 

The u.s. COngress in 1985 felt thnt time was 

running out. ••sticks 11 as well as "carrots" were 

needed to deal with the apartheid regime on the major 

issues of racism. President Reagan was forced in 1985 

to order light punishment on Pretoria \ohich the 

administration called a period of •active constructive 

43 washington Post 1 
16 August 1985. 
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engagenent• with SOu.th ·Africa~ 4 Again in 1986 Reagan • s 

veto was overridden by the Congress and economic sanctions 

were impoSed against South Africa in a strjnger manner. 

This particular posture of Congress was term~d as the 

biggest foreign policy defeat of the Reagan Presidency. 

By 1986 constructive. enga1ement was gone in name 

as well· as, in fact, without any success - neither regional 

nor domestic. Apartheid was still securely stuck' in the 

white regime's rule book in South Africa. Constructive 

engagement caused the United States to lose five 

valuable years when it might have influenced South Africa 

to begin negotiating a settlement of the unique and 

extraordinary racial problems. 

Inspi~e of the burial of the policy of constructive 

engagement Reagan made desperate attempts to dig it out 

from its grave. In mid-August 1986 the President sought 

to draw a .distinction between the sanctions he had used 

agaii?st Poland and Nicaragua and those which others want 

against South Africa. The sanctions were justified against 

Nicaragua because it was seeking to export revolution 

while South Africa was not. Further, black South Africans 

44 Ben L. Martin, ''~erican Policy Towards southern 
Africa in the 1980s '', The Journal of 1'1odern Afrjcan 
Studies (New York ) , vol.27, no .1 ( 1989), p. 30. 
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were not being as severel[>oppressed as Nicaraguans were 

by the Sandini sta regime. In the Polish case, sanctions 

were directed against the government and not the poople 

or Solidarity~5 

But ~hatever may be the attempt to dig out constructive 

engagement, the United States public opinion, media and 

public diplomacy by the Sruth African leaders h.::Jve 

compelled America to impcs e some sort of sanctions ac:;Jainst, 

the racist regime as a means to destroy apartheid. ·The 

United States diplomacy was left with no option but to. 

pursue a policy that involved partial sanctions vklich 

might be termed as partial disengage~ent or selective 

46 engagement. 

After the failure of constructive e.'1gagement ·Crocker 

came out with another article in Foreign Af'tairs defining 

constructive engagement as a conditional concept: in 

exchange for Pretoria's cooperation on achieving Namibia's 

independence, United States ~uld hold Pretoria as a 

' 11 47 . B t . . h. d. 1 f . 1 d t t. major a . y. u s1.nce t 1. s 1.p omacy a1. e , cons rue 1. ve. 

45 The Guardian (London), 13 August 1986. 

46 Henry Bienen, ~he United States and SOuth 
Africa: A New Policy-Selective Engagement", 
Orbis (Philadelphia), vol.31, no.1, Spring 
1987, P· 28. 

47 diester A. Crocker, ••Southern Africa: Eight 
Years Later", Foreign Affairs (New York), 
vol.68, no.1 (1989), P• 159. 
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engagement was no longer used as a policy in South 

Africa. 

Chester Crocker's pain staking diplom;_ocy failed 

to bring significant changes in South African policies. 

Const:r:uctive engagement is largely discredited and 

the only option before the United States was economic 

sanctions to bring to book the erring state of SOuth 

Africa. It is cle<Jrly evident that constructive engage

ment was used by -the United States as a substitute to 

a confrontational strategy- of applying sanctions 

against SOuth Africa. Economic sanctions would have 

hampered its own economic interest as well as the 

interest of one of its major allies, South Africa itSelf. 



Q-iAPT ER - IV 

DIPLOMACY 0 F U.s. SAN Cl'ION S AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA -
OJ:t-1P1J""LSIONS A"'JD OJNSI'RAINTS. 
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In September and October 1986, the United States 

House of Representatives and Senate voted to override 

President Reagan's veto of the COmprehensive Anti-

Apartheid Act of 1986 and thereby imposed economic 

sanctions against South Africa. Though the economic 

impact of the sanctions may be minimal, the Act was a 

strof>lg poli ti.cal statement against the fascist policies 

of the South African Government. 

Prior to the Act, the policy of the United States 

towards South Afric3 was generally one of ~constructive 

engagement", a policy of passive encouragement of change 

of the South African :Systan of apartheidJ In September 

1985, this policy of constructive engagement was undermined 

'When the President after pressure from cOngress, issued 

an Executive Order imposing limited economic sanctions 

against the South African government. The Executive 

Order banned computer exports to the South African 

government; and barred u.s. importation of South African 

arms, ammunition, military vehicles and nuclear goods and 

technology except \•Jhat is required under International 

2 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The restrictions also . 

1 FOr details refer to Chapter III of the present 
dissertation • 

2 The Economist (London), 14 september 1985. 
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included the stipulated adherence to the Sullivan 

Principles for u.s. companies doing business in South 

Africa and promised consul tatibn with parties to the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA'IT) with a 

view to banning the import of krugerrands to the 

U ~3 
.~. 

The Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act: 

'~ile the Executive Order initially placated critics 

of the President's South Africa policy, members of Congress 

began to press for more strigent sanctions in .early 1986, 

after the South African government declared a state of 

ellergency and further restricted the civil liberties of 

black South Africans. 

The u.s. representative who met President Botha on 

his European visit following·the declaration of the state 

of emergency was reported as having told him 11tha·t the 

Lemotional climate' in the u.s. would not permit the 

preside.'1tial veto unless there was 'accelerated movement• 

towards the dismantling of apartheid~ 

3 t1argaret LQxey, International Sanctions in 
Contemporary Perspective (London' Macmillan 
Press, 1987) p.SQ. 

4 Financial Times (London) 12 August 1985. 
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Although PreSident Reagan in his major foreign 

policy statement toward South Africa ih early August 

1986 asserted that sanctions destroyed America 1 s flexi-

biJity, disc-::rded diplomatic leverage and deepened the 

crisis and tried to convince the Arneric;~n people thu t 

"victims of an economic boycott of Sooth Africa WJUld 

be the very people we seek to help, .. s demands for 

comprehensive sanctions werE raised from· different quarte i-s 

in the U&~. William Zartman argued per5uasively that 

the only pre-condition for initiating productive negotiations 

was a'm~ltually hurting stalanate 16 when both (the blc;cks 

and the whites) g·et the pangs of the outcome of sanctions 

they will need each other and compromise and tend to 

push themselves to the negotiating table. There was a 

realization in Washington that a political compromise 

had to be made in Scuth Africa before a violent revolution 

toppled the White minority regime. Even the u.s. Secretary 

of State George Shultz recognised: "the only alternative 

to a radical, violent outeome is a political accomodation 

now, 

5 

6 

7 

be fore it i s too 1 ate. "7 

Time (Chicago), 4 August 1986. -. 
Willian Zartman, 'Ripening Conflict, Ripe l'1oment, 
Fonnula and Mediation 1

, in Diane B. Bendahmane and 
John w. McDonald, ed., Perspectives on Negotiation: 
Four Case Studies and Interpretations (Washington: 
Foreign Service Institute, Department of State, 
1986) I P• 218. 

The Observer (London), 15 August 1986 .. 
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One June 18, 1986, the House of Representatives 

passed a sanctions bill which would have virtually ended 

all trade with South Africa and forced u.s. gusinesses to 

1 th t . h' . th 8 eave at coun ry wlt ln Slx mon s. In response to the 

House action, President Reagan urged Congress to resist 

from imposing punitive sanctions. Congress did not follow 

the PreSident's urging, and while the Senate rejected the 

sanctions bill passed by the House9 , the !:lenate bega.'1 

werking on its own sanctions bill in July 1986. 

On August 15, 1986 the senate passed a bill imposing 

economic sanctions· against South Africa. President Reagan 

vetoed the bill arguing that the main victims of the bill's 

economic sanctions would be Sd-lth African bla cl:s. The 

President notified congressional leaders that if Congress 

sustained his veto, he would impose lirrii te.d sanctions. 

He stated that he ~uld sign an Executive Order which 

would ban new investment in S0 uth Afric2, b3r the ~port 

of South African iron and steel, and ban bank accounts 

for the South African government and its agencies1° 

Congress, however, rejected the president's offer and the 

bill beccme law when both the House and Senate overode the 

President's veto. 

8 Jeff Walker, "Economic Sanctions: United States 
sanctions Against South Africa", Harvard International 
Law Journal (Cambridge), vol.28, no.1 ( 1987), pp. 
117-18. 

9 ibid, P• 118. 

10 The Tim~ (London), 27 September 1986. 
'-' 
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The Act restricted ~arious financial acti viti es of 

,American nationals doing business in South Africa,. First, 

the Act prohibited United States nationals from maY.ing 

or approving any extenshm of credit to the SaJth African 

governrnent or any organization control) ed by the South 

African govemment1 1 Second, the Act prohibited nevJ 

investment in SOuth Africa by any United States national~ 2 

Third, the Act ·'forbid any United States depos:i.tor] 

institution from accepting or holding any deposit .s from 

the South .African government or any agency controlled by 

13 the South AfrJcan gDvemment. Fourth, the Act instructed 

the United States EX'port-Impo::-t Bank both to encc·u::-<Jge 

south African blacks to use its facilities and to 

11 The Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986 section 
305 (a) states: "No national of the Uni:t ed States 
may make or approve any loan or other extension of 
credit, directly or indirectly, •to the Government 
of south Africa or to any corporation, partnership 
or other organization ~ich is owned or controlled 
by the Government of South Africa"· The Obser-Ver 
(London), 13 October 1986. 

12 · Section 310 (a) of the Act states: "No national of 
the United States may, directly, or through another 
person, make any investme1t in South Africa". The 
prohibition against new investment does not apply 
to new investment in firms owned by black South 
Africans. Ibidem. 

13 Under the .Act, United States depository institutions 
may, however, accept or hold deposits from the South 
African gove mrnent if such accounts are authorized by 
the president for dipl-omatic or consular purposes. 
Ibidem. 
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guarantee credit to businesses that are majori'b]-oW'"!ed by 

either black South Africans or other non-white Sooth 

Af . 14 r1cans •. 

In addi tic;n to placing financial restricticns .on 

those doing business in South Africa, the Act prohibited 

computer exports to the Scuth African anned forces, police, 

prison sys tan, nati<;:mal security agencieS and apartheid 

enforcing agencies. This ban on ccuputer EXports barred 

the e>:portation of computers, computer soft\.;are, and 

technology intended to service or manufc:cture computers1 5 

The Act also prohibited the exportation of petroleum goods 

produced in the United States1 6 Additionally, the United 

States Nuclear Regulatory COmmission was precluded from 

iSsuing a license for the exportation of nuclear materials 

to sOuth AfricaP 

The Act also prohibited the importation into the 

United States of a number of South African goods. Those 

goods whose importation was prohibited include coal, 

uranium, textiles, steel, iron and agricultural products. 

14 Created in 1945, the EXport-Import Bank is an agency 
of the United StateS gove mment "Which aids in financing 
and facilitating imports and exports and the exchange 
of commodities between the United States and Foreign 
nations. Ibidem. 

15 The Observer (London), 3 October 1986. 

16 SUnday Time~ (London), 3 October 1986. 

New York Times 3 October 1986. 
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The Act also barred the importation of Scuth African arms, 

ammunition, and military vehicles in addition to the import

ation of gold krugerrands. It also prohibited the 

importation of any gold coin minted in South Africa1 8 

Finally, the Act provided- funds to support black 

south African students. The Act established a scholarship 

fund for black South Africans attending universities,.· 

colleges and secondary schools in South Africa. 19 

The bill permitted. the ending of sanctions if 

President of the united States detennined that the South 

African government had released Nelson Mandela from 

prison made substantial progress toward dismantling the 

system of .apartheid and establishing a non~ racial danocracy, 

and had taken three of the foll'owing four steps: repeal 

of the state of anergency and release of detainees held 

under the state of emergency; unbanning the democratic 

political parties; repeal of the Group Areas and Population 

Registration Acts; public commitment to good faith 

negotiations with truly repreSentativ~e members of the· 

bl2ck majority~~ithout preconditions~0 

18 The Observer (London) 1 3 October 1986. 

1 9 Newsweek (New York) 1 13 October rt 1986. 

20 Sanford Wright, "Comprehensive International Sanctions 
Against Sou~h .Africa ' An Evaluation of Costs and 
Effectiveness", Africa Today (Colorado), vol.331 
nos. 2 & 3 ( 1987) 1 p. 20. 

., 
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This Act was a significant step forward in terms 

of diminishing u.s. support for the SOuth Afric<"Jn government. 

Approximately £ 329 million in South African funds were 

affected by the bank deposit prohibition. At le;.::st 

95,000 passengers a y.ear were affected by the ban on 

landing rights ~ 1 

The economic impc;ct of the Act may be marginal but 

the political message was cle,.,r •. The 'Act marked a 

radical departure from PreSident Reagan's policy of 

'constructive engagement' and demonstrated the extent of 

Congress dissatisfaction with the policy. Congress \.1as 

so dissatisfied with the policy that for the first time 

since the enactment of the War Powers Act in 197 3, it 

voted to override a President •s veto on a major foreign 

policy issue. The Act was able to send a message that the 

passive policy of constructive engaganent was no longer 

acceptable and that the United States must and will act 

affirmatively to end apartheid in South Africa. 

However, before the Act was passed the number and 

volume of foreign loans to Sc:uth Africa had decreased since 

1985 in response to a decree by the South Afric2n· goven1me~t 

21 New York Times, 16 August 1986. 
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suspending indefinitely the repayment of foreign loans~ 2 

The State Department told Congress on January 17, 1987: 

The U.s. economy and mil ita OJ remains 
so much dependent on south Africa for 
10 minerals and other raw materials 
th3t. the officials think it is difficult 
to firld other sourcr.:s for the key i terns 
like Chromium, cobalt, maganes·e and 
plat inurn group me"!:.al s. ( 23) 

The sincLT.ity of the u.s. Anti-apartheid Act of 1986· 

in the light of this statenent sounds skeptical. The 

U.s. Geological Survey in 1988 listed rio fe\oJer th&"1 

27 minerals as 'critical' for modern industrialized 

. ti" 24 socle es. 

Prohibition on new loans to the SOuth African 

government is not likely to have much impact. Apart 

' 
from this, u.s. companies then had begun to withdraw 

existing investments from South Africa at a rapid pace. 

Given this trend tm-.~ard voluntary divestment, the 

prohibition on ne\v investments appeared to be superflous. 

Campaign in u.s. for Divestment: 

The campaign in the u.s. for the divestment of 

holdings by universities, churches, cities and states in 

22 Walker, n.8, P• 121. 

23 Africa Research Bulletin (Economic Series), vol.24, 
no.1 \1987), p. 8544. 

24 James Berber, Jesmond Blumerfeld and Christopher R. 
Hill, The West and 5quth Africa (London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1982),p. 62. 
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companies .with South African interests and for ending 

of bank loans was not new. States have passed legisl atj_ 0 n 

in the past to prohibit or limit the investment of public 

funds in companies with SQ.lth African interes:.s. The 

first state action was taken by Nebraska in 1980, followed 

by Hassachu~etts, COnnecticut, and l1ichigan in 1982~5 

The,campaign began to attract nationwide support in 

1984. This was due to a series of events l.n, 1984 like the 

widespread unrest and poli.ce violence centering round 

the imposition of the new Constitution in South Africa, 

the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Bishop Desr:1ond Tutu, 

which focused worldwide attention on apartheid, the 

candidacy in the US of Jesse Jackson which brought the 

issue of South Africa into the arena of national poli tic;:ol 

debate and the reelection of President Reagan, which brought 
\ I 

the prospects of four more years of • constructive enga~Jement. 

More than any other issue since the Vietnam \-Jar, the 

question of apartheid had touched off a wave of public 

protest and voluntary arrest in the U.s. Denonst:::-ators 

took to the streets of the capital \·Jhile others across the 

country sought to pressure state and local governmen:.s, 

25 Cosmas Desmond, "Sanctions and South Africa•, Third 
WOrldOuarterlx (London), vol.S, no.1 (1986),-p.7s:-
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universities and colleges to rid th 61\Sel ves of holdings 

that involve U.s. and foreign companies with interest in 

South Africa~6 

In u.s. usage, 'divestment• refers to the action of 

shareholders disposing of their holdings in companies; 

l diSi71Vestment 1 referS to COmpani 63 withdrawing their 

27 capital from so·U'th Africa. Although u.s. companies derived 

only a proportion, and in the case of the giant multinational~ 

only a very small proportion, of their projects from 

South Africa, the damage dohe to their imoge by the 

exposure and criticism of their involvement in Sruth 

Africa affected the profitability of their other operations. 

Companies, therefore, decided whatever their profitability 

from south African involvement may be, their continued 

presence was hot worth the effort. Since 19.80 to 1986, 

thirty U.s. companies had withdrawn from South Africa 

while only eleven had gone in. Others like Ford and 

Coca-Cola had cut back their holdings in Sooth African 

companies to less than fifty per cent before finally 

.._.,inding up. If South Africans were no longer able to buy 

coca-Cola they would begin to feel the impect of internationa~ 
isolation. South African movie houses are dependent on 

26 Time (Chicago), 5 August 1985. 

27 DeSmond, n. 25, p. 79. 
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American films, and the ,1ithdrawal of these films would 

exert a cultural influence like the sports boycott. The 

most far-rfE!aching action was California • s dive strnent of 

$ 11.3 billion invested in companies doing business in 

South Africa. 

By the autumn of 1985 it v;ras obvious th,:,t • private 

sanctions • were having visible effects. u.s. banks were 

nervous about .their involvement with South Africa and 

refused to renew short term loans, while public pressure 

in the u~s. 'was also h 0ving an influence on corporate 

attitudeS. In Septemoer the South African government was 

faced with a serious fall in the value of the Rand and 

declared a moratorium on foreign debt repayment to allow 

for rescheduling of negotiations. 

The campaigns have helped to create a political 

· climate in· which it was possible for both Houses of 

Congress to pass legislation which ~uld prohibit new 
-. 

investment and provide for some form of sanctions. 

Trade unions have played an increasing part in trying 

to persuade American corporations to sell their SOuth 

African interests. One of the biggest moves came in 

March 1986 when American Federation of Labour-Congress of 
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Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO) endorsed a consumer 

boycott of Shell to coincide with the twen•ty-sixth 

anniversary of Shaq:Jeville~8 

Companies invr st in south Africi:l (as they do else-

wlle re) in order to make profit and not to benefit the 

·South African economy as a whole nor to improve the lot 

of blacks in particular. They will withdraw when it is 

in their financial interests to do so, either because of 

the state of the economy or because public disapproval 

is affecting their profitability in other areas. South 

Africa while still a highly profitable field for 

investment in some sectors, particularly mining, iS no 

longer the happy hunting-ground that it was. It was 

reported that Frost Sullivan, a New York risk consultant, 

had dropped South Africa from ranking as one of the safest 

of the ~rld 1 s economies to • a· par with some of the higher 

risk Third World countries•~9 

Most of the leading banks had a policy of not 

making loans to the South African government and its 

agencies. The most notable 1 convert 1 was Ci tibank, the 

world 1 s largest private bahk and the US. • s 1 argest 

28 Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omand, The Sanctions Hand 
Book (Harmonds'M)rth: Penguin Books Ltd., 1987),p.165. 

29 SundaY Times (London), 28 July 1985. 
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lender, -vkli ch announced in February 1985 that it v10uld 

no longer take_part in loans to the SOuth African government 

nor would it sell krugerrand~~ 

u.s. companies sold off their South African inte~ests 

and banks ceased doing business with South Africa. This 

' 31 spared them of what is known as the 'hassle factor'. 

Partly as a r·esul t of the cam:_)aign there was a fall 

in US bank loans to the public sector from $623 million' 

in 1982 to $343 million in september 1984. Investors 

were largely regarded as party -to the • crime of apartheid •. 

Disinvestment alone might not bring about radical political 

change in SOJ.th Africa, but does make some contribution 

in preparing the way for other actions, particularly for-

more wide-ranging sanctions. On the psychological level, 

it is a gesture of solidarity with, and a morale boost 

to, black South Africans, the primary agents of change, 

who are using public diplomacy as an instrument to 

influence international public opinion in favour of them. 

The fact that political leaders, with the exception of 

Chief Buthelezi, leader of the Zulu movanent Inkatha, 

have consistently called for sanction 1 should in itself 

be a sufficient justification for the campaign. Effective 

sanctions were not on the agenda in the us. The 

30 E. Mili tz, "The International Campaign to End Loans 
to South Africa'', World Council of Churches( Geneva), 
1985, P• 176. 

31 The U.s. Cpuncil on- Economic Priori ties reported that 
six pension funds with combined assets exceeding 
$95 billion had joined the values of 'shareholder 
activists' in 1986. See report in GJ_obe and Hail 
(Toronto), 27 Februacy 1986 • 
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divestment campaign p\lt the issue of sOuth Africa on 

the agenda. 

Above all, the U.s. feared that if the U.s. continued 

to support the SOUth African regime, it may face a 

challenge o~ political isolation from third world countries 

who have already, doubts about U.s. commitments to seek 

. 3'2 and maintain ties with democr-atic reglmes. 

US interest to impose economic sanctions on south 

Africa and to put prc=:ssure on the regime in Pretoriu to 

compel it for negotiatiOnS with black African leaders 

was also conditionedby the thought that u.s. might 

lose its foothold iri South Africa \J1en South .i\frica undergoes 

a revolution and subsequently a black majority government 

is established Which may denounce any linkage with the 

collaborators of their oppressors. And ultimately 'it 

may create an opening for the Sov~ts in Sputh Africa 

which will certainly not be welcomed by the United Sta tes~ 3 

The sanctions bill, though very selective, so~ewhat 

placed the United States in line with other international 

bodies, including the Common-wealth of Nations, the 

Non-Aligned Nations and the European Community. It 

32 G..llam Mustafa and Rezina Ahmed, "US Policy TovJard 
SOuth Africa : CQnpul sions and Options", B IJSS 
~-21 (Dhaka), vol.7, no.4, October 1986, p.543. 

33 Mustafa and Ahmed, n. 32, P• 546 
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also put pressure upon Japan and other countries to 

fol] ov1 the 1 ead of the United States. The United States 

had to use sanctions against South Africa to avoid 

intE~rn ;:Uon c:l i soJa tion and to safeguard world security and 

stability. It had to psychologic~lly impose oh the 

worJ.rl and the South African gove mment the¥ outrage and 

ostracis-n of the U.s. towards apartheid. 

United States had shown in the paSt that it did not 

count the cost, in terms of money or even lives, in 

combating whr:Jt it perceiyed to be the threat of communism. 

This p . .-Jrticula r posture was more carefully nourished by 

the Re<Jgan administration and the United States diplomacy 

towards South Africa was directed in both of Reagan • s 

tenns in relaticns to the expansion of communism. Although 

complete isolation of South Africa was not possible on 

economic grounds, Arne rica perceived the threat of 

communism grcver than economic setback and Reagan admin-

stration believed Pretoria's propaganda calling anyone 

demanding radical change in SGuth Africa as "communist". 

Accc rdi n g to Dr. Ch ester Crocker: 

The United States has no troops, bases 
0 r alliances there (in South Africa), 
and no coercive influence over any party 
in the region. By way of contrast, 
Soviet anns deliveries to Angola alone 
averaged $ 1 billion annually for much 
of the 1980s - ten times the level of 
U.s. military assistance to all 46 nations 
of sub-Saharan Africa in the first year 
of the Reagan Administration and 40 times 
the u.s. level by 1988.(34) 

34 Chester A. Crocker, "Southern Africa: Eight Years 
Later", Foreign Affairs (New York), vol.f)8, -
no.4 (1989~, P• 146. 
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He further added: 

Since sound diplomacy can only be based 
on the realities of history and power, 
we would have to turn these realities in 
our direction, play upon the region's 
own dynamics, and link our vision to the 
self interest of other parties. (35) 

Sanctions Diplomacy Under the 
Bush Administr~tion in south Afric.2. 

The Bush administration's diplomecy towards South 

Africa's system of racial oppression was first ex.l-d_b.i.ted 

by Hr. James Baker, U.3. secretary of State, when the 

Eminent Church Persons Group (ECPG) visited the U.S. 

Mr. Baker said: 

though there might be differences of 
approach oh the use of sanctions in 
tackling apartheid, the Bush admini
stration agreed with the ECPG on the 
end result of their efforts - the 
elimination of apartheid.(36) 

In 1990, 3 U.s. banks were involved and responsible 

for negotiation on the issue of the South African 

bank loans due for repayment. They were Citibank, 

. 37 
Manufacturers Hanover T ru. st and Horgan Trust. The 

35 ibid, p. 146 

36 James MUtambirwa, SOuth Africa: The Sanctions 
Mission, Report of the Eminent Church Persons 
Grouo (London: Zed Books Ltd., 1989), P• 87. 

37 ibid, p.89. 
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U.3. adrninistr~rl.ion '.-Jt:iS urged to ti<JlTLen the u.s. 

sanctj,Jns alre::ody in pL-,ce by establishing a monitoring 

mechanisn to ensure that u.s. companies obs2rved 

the sanctinns. President C:ush was howeV<..:!r --~rY;rehensive 

about the pos.i_tivity of the role of S.unctions i:1 

dismantling apartheid. He sc.;id th.lt multileter:1l 

sanctions had a chance of showing positi·-;e results, 

but unilateral sancticns ......ere ineffect:i.ve _''because 

there are alvJays some people or some coun~ries willing 

to make a quick buck''. This particular stat,:;ment 

highlights that s.:mctjcns were imposed under the Anti

Apartheid Act of 1986 and that Japan ~rc;mptly took 

over as South Africa's mujor tri:iding purtner. 

The Bush administration thought t.'1at perhaps 

'the best ap;_)roach might be a combinati·Jn of :nethods 

- economic sanctions and 'constructive engagement•~8 

The United States diplom.-cy again tried to revive the 

fa ted 1 constructive enga·::Jernent 1 with a difference. 

It added the cri tecia of economic sancticn as a 

major premise to constructive engaqE!llent which was 

conspictiously absent in rteagan's policy of constr.1ctive 

engagement, a diplom3 tic venture to forestall sanctions. 

The United Stat,:s role and especially that of the 

Congress during this period ,,_,as ambivalent \-Jit.'-1 regard 

38 New York Times, 21 February 1990. 
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to imposition of economic sancti0ns on south Africa. 

The December 1988 agreement between Angola, Cuba and 

South Africa opening up the process for Namibia's 

ind~pendence was cited -Js ev.i dence that the South African 

government was now reasonaLle and had accepted the need 

to seek negotiated solutions. 

The South African gove:rn:-:tent negotiated with 

Angola and CUba as 'it was forced to the negotiating 

table by a constellation of factors. First, the 

South African Air Porce had lost air superiority 

ovr=r the skies of southern Angola and was unuble to 

provide the air cover to enable its trapped troops at 

Cuito Cuanavale to withdraw without catastrophic losses. 

Ironically it was UN mand2tory anns embargo (i.e. sanctions) 

which had cuused a shortage of spare parts of SOuth 

Africa's ageing aircraft and their cfonsequent loss of air 

superiority~9 This was proof that sanctions could wot.k 

if applied diligently and with determination. 

Apart from thi s~ the war in· Angola and Namibia had 

become too costly and, because of South Africa • s dire 

economic situation Pretoria was no longer able to finance 

39 The Guardian (London), 30 ~cember 1988. 
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these military adventures. The adverse economi.c position 

of the country was again partly due to the limited economic 

sanctions imposed by the international community, especially 

the U.s. The war in Angola and Namibia was costing 

Pretoria one m.illion pounds a day and many white South 

African lives. To quote Reginald Green of the Institute 

of D?velopment Studies in Sussex, this conflict was 

costing South Africa proportionately more in human 

tenns than Vietnam did to the u.s.A~0 

Impact of U.s. Economic Sanctions 
Against South Africa 

14hi tes in South Africa are generCJlly opposed 

to sanctions and would like the United States, at one 

time the largest trading partner of South Africa, to 

limit its pressure on SOuth Africa to diplomatic fonns. 

The President of the South .African Foundation 

stated at the end of 1987: 

••• there is no doubt that the (sanctions) 
package has had an adverse effect on 
domestic confidence. This lack of confi
dence is again· and again energing as the 
most impor~ant single factor inhibiting 
growth in this country. (41) 

40 A.K .11 • .Abdu s Sabu r, 11 South African Strategy 
in Namibia: An ~ssessment of the Role of the 
International Community", BliSS Journal 
(Dhaka), vol.6, no~3,July 1985, p. 383 

41 Financial Ti~ (London) 11 Novanber 1987. 
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South Africa faces acute un employrnen t. High 1 evels 

of economic grov-:th are required to absorb increosing 

numbers of job-seeker-s, but this requires ez.t:errJal 

economic and financial contacts, especially with 

industrialized and more advanced industrializing nations 

of the world. The restrictions on South Africa's 

exports, cutting off or reducing crucial imports restrictin<;,:, 

reducing ano halting loan finance including trade credit, 

stopp~ of the transfer of technology, disruption of 

transport and communication links h3ve lowered gro~th 

rates for the economy. 

In US terms, total imports fell by over thirty 

three per cent at current prices, from $16.7 billion in 

1980 to $11. 1 .billion in 1986 ~2 The falling 1 evel of 

imports was·. a cause of the low levels of aggregate grm..rth 

achieved in the 198Qs.· The low and falling levels of 

real investment have been due in large measures to the 

actual and anticipated action of the international 

community against Sout't1 Africa, , .. :hich seriously and 

adversely affected the busines;.~ clin;ate and 1 evel of 

confidence among investors and poten~ial investors. 

42 Roger c .. Riddell, "N ev1 Sanctions Against South 
Africa", Development Policy Review (Beverly 
Hills ,California, vol. 6, no.3, September 1988, 
p. 247. 
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Three factors stand out in this regard: the 

decision of foreign banks not to roll over SOuth Africa's 

foreign debt in 1985; second, the deci ~::ion of U.s. firms 

to disinvest from south Africa; and, tlli rd~ the action 

taken by United States to impu:- e varjous trade sanctiGns~3 

Disinvestment by United States .com9anies had undoubtedly 

added si<y1i ficantly to' the unde rmir. in g of confidence 

in the South Afri e<:m economy. The ban by the U.s. on 

new private investment into South Africa not only affected 

confidence but contributed to the shortage of foreign 

exchange and investment capital in the country. In addition, 

it helped to halt the flo"'; of nev: investment from 

44 countries where there is no such ban, notc;bly Israel. 

The most far-reaching implication of the 1986 Act was the 

lessening of Israel's military suppo~t because any country 

involved in arms trading to South Africa will forfeit 

45 military aid from United States. Israel could not afford 

to lose its military aid from u.s. as it needed it badly 

to fight tl1e Palestinians. Therefore it preferred to 

give priority to its domestic front rather than supply 

43 ibid, p. 247. 

44 Janice Love, -r'he Potential Lnpact of Econcxnic 
Sanctions Against south Africa .. , The Journal 
of Modern African Studies (Cambridge), vol.24, 
.( 1988), p. 110. 

45 Thomas L. Friedman, .''Israel \'l'ilJ CUrl:: Anns for 
Pretoria .. , New York Times, 19 t-1arch 1987. 
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military aid to South Africa. Recent trends in total 

exports of Sd-lth Africa are shown in Table 1. They reveal 

a rising trend in exports after 1985 and a significant 

fal) in exports to the United States in 1987 follo· . .ving 

the passing of the comprehensive Anti-:-Aparthei d Act of 

1986. As is seen from Table 1, the f;,ll in exports to 

the United States in 1987 of $1·1· billion coincided 

with an overall e xpansiori in the U.s. dollar value of 

'11orl dwide Soutr. African exports of $3. 3 billion. 

T able-1 : T R.EN DS IN sJUl'H AFRICA 1 S TOTJU.. EXPORTS 

Year Total eXQQrts ~ bn) Total exoc':-ts 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

Rand 

25.3 

36.7 

I 42 e 1 

42.7 

us$ 

16.9 

16.2 

18.3 

21.6 

US$ bn u.s. % of S.A. 
exports 

2.6 15.4 

2.1 13.0 

2.5 13.7 

1· 4 6.5 

to 

Source : Roger c. Riddell, ·tr~ew Sancti(;ns k,;Jainst 
South Africa", . Development Policy Review 
(Beverly Hills ), vol. 6, no.3, 
Septenber 1988, p. 251. 

The counter measures that south Africa took against 

economic sanctions severely distorted the economy. The 

measures include oil stockpiling, the promotion of import 

substitution industries, a forced pace of development for 

strategic capital goods sectors, trade diversification and 
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military sector expansion. For example, in trying to 

reduce its dependence on oil, South Africa was spending 
i 

$ 3.1 billjon at three times more expensive than refining 

gaSoline from petroleum at current oil prices~6 The 

value of the Rand had plummeted and the economy had not 

been in worse shape since 193os. u.s. sanctions had 

created a climate of readiness to accept the impoSition 

of stronger S':Jnctions against South Africa. 

South Africa • s real gross national product { CNP) . 

has not grown at all. Hi th the population growing at 

about 2.3 per cent a year, per capita living standards 

have declined sharply. Considerable economic strain 

arose from the cost of apartheid itself. Hili tary expen-

diture consumed 13 per cent of the budget. Direct 

spending on apartheid was estimated to take up a further 

14 per cent of the budget. 

Apart from economic sanctions affecting trade and 

financial stability, south Africa was also impaired by 

other factors such as 'brain drairr!7 There is a net · 

loss of technically skilled and professional people as 

46 Steve Lohr, "South Africa's world Oil Pipeline 
Starts to Dry Up", New York Times, 7 December 1986. 

47 Edward Seage, "Impact of Economic Sanctions on the 
South African Economy", Round Table (London) no.306, 
April 1988, p. 140. 
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they do not find proper skillful avenues to utilize their 

abilities. Thus they prefer to migrate from Sooth Africa 

than to go in. 

But to isolate South Africa entirely was a diff1cul t 

and dangerous proposition. SQJth Africa enjoys a common 

market with Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. Its 

infiuenc e also i~cluded Zimbabwe and Hozambique and even 

. Halawi and Zambia are dependent on the South African economy 

for goods, services, trans-shipments of imports, and to 

some extent, capital~ Trade U.nkages are also tight. 

South Africa is the major trading partner of all its 

neighbours. On a compar.o1tive analysis, the potential 

of sanctions to hurt South Africa is less than its hurts 

its neighbours. Their production depends on south African 

re-exports of many key intermediates as well as on a 

large number of South Afrj_can goods and services~9 For 

United States neither comJiete isolation of South .Africa 

nor military intervention· was possible. Constructive 

eng9ganent was largely discredited. The only option 

available was to put symbolic dissutisfactfum of United 

48 J .H. Cooper, "South Africa and the Threat of 
Economic Sanctions", Sooth African Journal of 
Economics (Johannesburg), vol.52, no.4 (1984), 
p. 277. 

49 Charles H. Becker, "Economic Sanctions Against 
South Africa 11

, World PoliticS (Princeton), 
vol. 39, no.2, January 1987, P• 150. 
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States towards apartheid through economic sanctJons. 

Above all, ins pi te of Arneri can sympathies for the white 

regime in South Africa it could not diminish its wider 

interest in the Southern African region. Apartheid was 

drC:Jwing neighbouring stateS of South Africa into the 

vortex of violence and this affected A~erica•s vital 

interests. 

Change of Leadership in South Africa: 

A crisis emerged within the National Party in early 

1989; in mid-Januarj President Botha withdrew from hiS 

official duties and in early February he resigned as 

leader of the party. He was succeededby F.-,J. de Klerk 

Minister ·of National Education. Following a confrontation 

with the Cabinet, ,J-lich defied Botha • s authority by 

uniting behind de Klerk, Botha resigned as State 

President in mid-August. De Kle rk was SVK)m in as 

acting President. 

Soon after being elected to office ~de I.aerk went 

in for major reforms, a step towards the dismantling of 

apartheid. A reform package was announced by de Klerx in 

February 2nd, 1990. ~ong the core measu.reS announced 

were: the unbanning, after 30 years, of the ANC, the PAC 

and a number of subsidiary organisations including South 

African eommunist Party {SACP}; the lifting of restrictions 
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on 33. other organisations; the release of political 

prisoners; the limitation of detention ·without trial 

to six months; a moratorium on hangings; and the 

unconditional rele;)Se of !Jelson i1andela~° Fi:l<Jlly, 

Nelson 11andela was released on February 11th, 1990. 

De Klerk agr:eed wit':! l-1andela th.Jt an accord v;ith the 

ANC and introduction of a non-racial society is the only 

way in which the country can be saved from the stigma 

which repels the . v..10rld. Both AN C and the SOuth African 

government are .eager to negotiate, this .is in contravention 

\-Ji th their previous line of thinking in 't-~hich both demanded 

co:1cessions and counter-concessions as :)reconditions for 

·t· ti' 51 n ego J. a on • 

Ins pi te of de Kl erk trying to change the face of 
! 

South Africa, the Bush administration said on February 12th, 

1990 thet American sanctions could not be lifted until 

South Africa met the conditions set out in America's 

comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act. The Americ<Jns have 

made it clear that they. will not li~t econ~mic sanctio~s 

50 Times of India (New Delhi), 3 February 1990 

51 William Zartman, 'Negotiations in South Africa•, 
Washington Quarterl~ (Washington), vol.11 (1988), 
p. 143. 
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until the end of apartheid~ 2 

1~o scow revised the fundamental tenets of i t.S 

approsch towards South Africa by downplaying revolution, 

pushing for a political solution, encouraging preservation 

of the economy and calling for recognition of the importance 

of ethnici ty and group rights. It has also tried to expand 

ties with liberal whites, academics and journalists in 

South Africa and is said to be exploring the merits of 
II 

. improving official ties with Pretoria. For-crocker, the 

Soviet leadership in the name of 1 new thinking' had adopted 

the functional equivalent of western policy toward this 

. 53 
most troubled and perplexing region ••. 

The reforms by de Kl erk were welcomed in all circles. 

UN Secretary General Mr. Javier Perez de Cueller said the 

news had '1 the sound of celestial music" and seemed '1like 

the beginning of the end of apartheid 11
•
54 President 

George Bush in vi ted President de Klerk to vi sit the u.s.A. 

This was the first official invitation to a Sooth African 

State President~5 

52 Da~ (Karachi), 13 February 1990. 

53 Crocker, n • 3 4, p • 16 2 • 

54 The Observer (Lohdon), 20 .APril 1990. 

55 South Africa Country Report; Analysis of Economic 
and Political Trends Every Quarter, The Economic 
Intelligence Unit (London), no.1 (1990), p.19. 
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Since the fall of the Botha regime in South Africa, 

the de Klerk government has, as it seems, been sincerely 

trying to dismantle apartheid step by step. The v.10rld 

public opinion is no longer as harsh as it was in the 

yester years. However, the world community still looked 

at these reforms with suspicion fearing that de Klerk' s first 

few years in office will be one of leniency and later 

similar to that of hiS predecessor. Therefore, the 

u.s. went on with its economic sanctions despite the 

virulent reforms in south Africa. The South African 

government has. realized the urgency to negotiate with 

blacks. The white regime has realized that it could not 

take another Soweto troubles of l97os or township revolt 

of the 1980S. 
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The Sooth African President F.w. de Klerk seans 

determined to push and prod SOuth Africa into a new 

era. His choice was clear-abandon an outmoded system 

or abandon any hope of joining .the world economy and 
,· 

attracting western capital. By jettisoning one of the 

1ast legal pillars of apartheid, the Population Registration 

Act that classified all South Africans at birth by race, 

de Klerk now con fronts the United States with a much 

more troublesome decision than it faced five years ago. 

However, supporters of sanctions say that they should. 

ranain in place·until South Africa changes a political 

systan that still disenfranchises black people. The 

ANC officials and other government critics argue that. 

Pretoria will slow doW'l the pace of change once international 

sanctions are removed. 

Four of the five conditions established by the U~S. 

Congress have now been met: legalizing the ANC and other 

•democratic political partiesM, ending the 1986 state of 

emergency, opening negotiations with representative black 

leaders, repealing the Group Areas and Population 

Registration Acts. The remaining requirement - the 

release of political prisoners - has proved to be the 

most troublesome. 
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The American public opinion is confused and is 

unable to decide what should be the course of U.s. 

diplomacy towards SOuth Africa in the preSent situation · 

when South Africa s eans to be getting rid of the stigna 

of apartheid. The opinion is largely divided. Business 

organisations are apprehensive about their future 

alignments with South Africa. The American corporations 

came in for·· considerable cri ticisn at home for their 

investments in South Africa during mid-1985 and most 

are likely to wait at least until township unreSt subsides 

be fore they start pouring. more money in to the country 

again. WC)yne Mitchell of the American Chamber of Ccmmerce 

in SoUth Africa says: 

Once we have the violence reduced and a 
solid investment code in •place, there is 
every possibility of a good stream of 
foreign investment. But until we get 
that, it doesn't matter how many sanctions 
are lifted. ( 1) 

How far economic sanc.tions by the United States 

have motivated the changes in south Africa is a difficult 

question because the present international ·scenario has 

undergone tremendous changes and the SOuth African 

1 Joseph Contreras,· "After Apartheid", Newsweek 
(New York), 1 July 1991. 

I 
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reforms might be seen as an effect or outcome of this. 

The dramatic revolutions in Eastern Europe have raised 

the question of whether the authoriti"''s could survive if 

the black population of South Africa took to the streets 

in similar numbers. 

The United States has become more vocal in its 

abhorrc:nceto apartheid during the late 1980s due to the 

cooling down of the East-West tensions. The Soviet Union 

is no longer regarded as an •evil empire• in the United 

States. With the Soviet Union grapling to improve its 

economy -which is in shatters it hardly has resources for 

regional engaganents. The United States has realised that 

communism does not represent the threat that it had 

pretended tq be. Initially United States was soft towards 

south Africa as it wanted to curb Soviet influence in the 

region but with the advent of Gorbachev and especially 

during 1989-90, the United States diplomacy towards 

South Africc also marked a change in the sense that it 

became more coercive and vocal in its disapproval of 

apartheid. The Soviet quest for economic help from the 

west to improve its economy has put United States in a 

stronger position to bargain as was evident in the INF 

treaty in which the Soviet Union agreed to dismantle more 

of its military warheads than those of the United States. 
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. It is said that the world was becoming unipolar with 

the Soviet Union relegated to history as a superpower. 

As far as ANC is concerned, its backers in the Soviet 

Union have gone cold on the romance of revolution. 

Therefore, they too want to move to the negotiating table. ' 

The South African. govemmen t has realised that 

apartheid can no longer secure the interestsof white 

South Africa. Economic sanctions have raised the cost 

for operating the apartheid systan of South Africa and had 

adversely affected those who benefitted from it. Thus 

it can be argued that sanctions have played a role in 

moving South African autbori ties in the direction of 

change towards the establiShment of democracy. 

D.lring the period of 'const;.ructive engagement • from 

1980 to 1986 the u.s. hel~ed to strengthen the white 

regime in South Africa and later faced with diplomatic 

failures, w_as morally responsible to assist directly in 

the dismantling of apartheid and transfonn South African 

society into a democratic one. The United States had to 

provide world leadership in enforcing economic sanctions 

and demonstrate that it no longer supported the minority 

South African government. 
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Though u.s. diplomacy towards South Africa in the 

UN was directed towards protecting Pretoria and despite 

its obvious and visible leniency towards the white regime 

in South Africa, U.s. did take a coercive diplanatic 

stance and unilaterally imposed economic sanctions Which 

played a major role in influencing the present reforms 

in South Africa. At the UN American ~iplomacy was directed 

in favour of the. government in Sooth Africa and it opposed 

sanctions vehemently and vetoed on all resolutions seeking 

to impose economic sanctions against South Africa in the 

198QS, the latest being in 1987. 

Despite White House sympathies the Congress showed 

its hostility towards apartheid time and again. The u.s. 

public opinion was furious against thiS form of racism 

in the modern world. Public diplomacy both in ~nited States 

and by the South African black leaders further roused the 

public opinion and media in United States Which persistently 

called out for economic sanctions against South Africa and 

haVe even gone to the extent of calling out business 

organisations doing business with South Africa to close 

do\ttl and impose 'private sanctions • • They have been 

successful in their movement against apartheid. 

Of late de Klerk has partially fulfilled the last 

condition imposed by the U.s. Congress in 1986 - the 
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release of prisoners. The Bush administration had for 

several months been examining the idea of lifting sanctions. 

The state department had initiated a review of the sanctions 

after South Africa repealed, on June 17, 1991, its 

Population Registration Act, Which required South Africans 

to register thanselves on the basis of race and was a major 

legal pillar of apartheid. The review concludEd that 

sanctions could be lifted~ 

Thereis however still opposition the u.s. houses of 

Congress to the lifting of sanctions. But the opponents may 

not be able to muster enough Support to overturn the 

president • s decision as most of the legislatores are 

in favour of the lifting of sanctions against South 

African government which almost fulfilled all the conditions 

· of the 1986 Anti-Apartheid .Act. 

The sanctions were impoSed by u.s. in 1986 by 

overriding presidential veto of Ronald Reagan • Geor9e 

Bush W'l.o was then vice-president, had opposed the imposition 

of sanctions against South Africa. Both he and Reagan 

had argued that sanctions would hurt the victims of 

apartheid the most. 

2 Times of India, (New Delhi),10 July 1991. 
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In Durban the leadership of the ANC had indicated 

a flexibility on the question of sanctions. The U.3. 

administrrttion interpreted the leadership's hint at 

flexibility as a signal that the NJC would eventually 

agree with the lifting of sanctions. 

Mr. Nelson Handela was of the opinion "we want to 

continue to hold the line on the question of sanctions", 

but warned, 11Unless there is a great deal of flexibility 

and imagination, we will be left holding a shell and 

nothing else". 

Inspi te of Mandela' s warning, the United States on 

July 10, 1991 withdrew the six year old U.s. econanic 

sanctions against South Africa •. George Bush asserted that 

Pretoria was now on the "irreversible" course of installing 

a non-racial government in the country and therefore the 

need of sanctions had diminished. At the same time he 

doubled the annual U.s. economic aid of $4.0 million to 

the black community in South Africa to help it prepare 

itself for future responsibility in a democratic society. 

The u.s. arms embargo on South Africa is still in place 

and Pretoria is not entitled to u.s. government loans 

and those from the lMF. The sanctions which have now 

been lifted include U.s. investment in SOuth Africa and 

·trade in gold coins, steel and minerals which was banned 
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by the comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, 1986. 

However, South Af~ica inspite of all its reforms is 

still going on with its struggle. There are still prisoners 

in jail, thous·ands of exiles have not been idemnified, 

violence still wrecks the to\tl!lShips and political trials 

have not been stopped. Mr. Mandel a has described the 

u.s. lifting of economic sanctions on South Africa as 

"premature". 

The U.s. diplomacy towards South Africa has been 

directed on the economic gains and losses of the United· 

States. The United States is so much dependent on 

South African minerals that its indUstries can hardly 

sustain without it nor can United States find an alternative 

market for these strategic minerals. The East-West 

tensions having been lost into oblivion no longer plays 

an important part in the American policy towards South 

Africa. 

However, removal of sancti::ms at a point when reforms 

were heading towards a democratic society in South Africa 

may not be wel corned to the international community ~ich 

is striving to see a non-racial government in South 

Africa. A democratic fabric of society is still non-existent 
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in South Africa inspite of the basic pillars of apartheid 

being annihilated. American diplomacy, as the torchbearer, 

should be directed more towards the establishment of peace, 

coexistence and democratic ideals than the furtherance of 

its own interests. 

A long-term and effective U.s. diplomatic strategy 

must be based on a judicious mix of ·the constructive 

option and vigorous economic diplomacy in the form of 

sanctions against Pretoria and aid to black south Africans. 

Only this can lead to the promotion of the values of a 

more open and humane society and make South Africa a 

democratic, and non-racial society. 
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